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Abstract 

To specify and verify real-time systems, we consider a real-time version of temporal logic 
which is called Explicit Clock Temporal Logic. Timing properties are specified by simply 
ext.ending the classical framework of temporal logic with a special variable which explicitly 
refers to a global notion of time. Programs are written in an Occam-like real-time language 
in which concurrent processes communicate by synchronous message passing along chan
nels. A proof system is provided to formally verify that a program satisfies a specification 
expressed in this logic. The proof system is compositional, that is, the verification of a 
complex statement can be done on the basis of the verifications of its components, without 
knowing the implementation of them. This allows splitting the verification of large systems 
into the verification of subsystems. The proof system is shown to be sound and relatively 
complete. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper we investigate the formal specification and verification of real-time systems. One 

of our objectives was that the approach should be able to deal with a reasonably realistic 

language. Therefore, we consider an Occam·like real-time programming language (Occ88] with 

synchronous message passing along unidirectional channels between concurrent processes. An

other aim was to build on existing formalisms and enable easy future extension or adaptation. 

In general, to specify and verify real-time systems, an existing non-real-time method can be 

extended with some notion of time. Here we also follow this approach, and use an extension of 

linear time temporal logic [Pnu77,MP82,OL82]. The standard logic enables expressing safety 

properties (such as ~~non-terrnination", (~no communication along channel c", and "program 

variable x is always greater than 5") as well as liveness properties (such as "termination", 

"eventually communicate along channel c", and "eventually x has the value 8"). To specify 

real-tilne properties (such as "termination within 7 time units", "communicate on channel c 

at time 4", and ((during the next 3 time units x has a positive value") we have to extend 

-This research was supported by ESPRIT-BRA project 3096 "Formal Methods and Tools for the Development 
of Distributed and Real-Time Systems (SPEC)". 
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temporal logic with a quantitative notion of time. As already observed in [PHSS,HLP90J, one 

can distinguish two main approaches. 

In one approach, neW temporal operators are introduced, by extending the standard ones 

with time bounds. Already in [BH81J a quantitative "leads to" operator has been introduced to 

verify real-time applications. In [SPE84J a temporal logic with statements about time intervals 

has been used to prove correctness of local area network protocols. A general discussion of 

this extension in the context of linear time, often called Metric Temporal Logic (MTL), can be 

found in [Koy90J. This logic has been applied to the specification of real-time communication 

properties of a transmission medium [KVRS3J. In a similar way, branching time temporal logic, 

also called Computation Tree Logic (CTL), is extended to real-time by adding time bounds 

to the modal operators. See, for instance, [EMSSS9J where algorithms for model checking and 

satisfiability analysis are also presented, for a logic with discrete time. It is shown in [ACD90J 

that the model checking results can be extended to CTL over a dense time domain. 

We investigate the alternative approach, caJled Explicit Clock Temporal Logic (ECTL), in 

which temporal logic is extended with a distinguished variable that explicitly refers to clock 

time. Such a logic has been used in [OstS9J to reason about real-time discrete event systems. A 

similar real-time version can be found in [Har88J. This approach has the advantage of building 

upon a well-established classical temporal logic framework to which only axioms and rules for 

proving timing properties have to be added. Also, further extensions can be envisaged, like 

extra structure on the time domain, that leave the underlying logic unchanged. It is even 

possible to leave choices about the time domain, like this being discrete or dense, open till 

later. This allows for investigating the effect of different choices on, e.g., the possibilities for 

automatic verification without drastic changes to the formalism. 

We mention some works that we feel are relevant to the present approach, though not 

directly related. Logics for reasoning about real-time systems are classified in [AH90J according 

to their complexity and expressiveness. A tableau-based decision procedure is given for a 

version of metric temporal logic. To obtain decidability a discrete time domain is used. Also 

a decidable version of the explicit clock approach (called TPTL) is considered in which there 

is a "freezing" quantification that binds a variable to the value of the clock at a certain state. 

In [HLP90J a decision procedure and a model checking algorithm are given for a snitably 

restricted version of ECTL. The expressibility of this logic is shown to be incomparable with 

TPTL. 

Given the choice of programming language and the real-time version of temporal logic, the 

task is to develop a proof method to verify that a program satisfies a property expressed in 

this logic. In classical verification methods, such as [MP82J for temporal logic, the complete 

program text must be available. Global proof systems, based on the method of [MP82J, and 

decision procedures for explicit clock versions oftemporallogic can be found in [Har88,Ost89J. 

In contrast with these methods, we formulate a compositional proof system in which the 

specification of a compound programming language construct (such as sequential composition 

and parallel composition) can be deduced from specifications for its constituent parts without 
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any further information about the internal structure of these parts. Compositionality can be 

considered as a prerequisite for hierarchical, structured, program derivation. A separation of 

concerns is desired, implying a separatioll of the use of (and the reasoning about) a module 

from its implementation. By means of a compositional proof system the design steps can 

be verified during the process of top· down program construction. To obtain a compositional 

proof system, our starting point is the compositional system for classical temporal logic as 

described in [BKP84J. The present paper also builds on the approach to compositionality and 

real time introduced in [HW89J. With respect to that paper, the main difference is that the 

emphasis there was on achieving compositionality in as simple a setting as possible. Therefore, 

a quite sparse model of computation was used. The programming language did not contain 

data variables and consequently also transmission of values was not incorporated in the model. 

Furthermore, that paper forms a. complement to the present one in the sense tha.! the logic was 

MTL-styled rather than ECTL-styled. Related compositional proof systems based on MTL 

for different versions of the programming language have been formulated in [Ho091bJ. 

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe our programming language, 

its informal semantics, and the basic timing assumptions. A formal denotational semantics can 

be found in Section 3. To specify real-time properties of programs we formulate in Section 4 

the syntax and the interpretation of our version of ECTL. To verify that a program satisfies 

a specification written in this logic, Section .s contains a compositional proof system. The 

soundness and completeness of the proof system are discussed in Section 6. Conclusion can be 

found in Section 7. The proofs of lemmas are given in Appendix A. All details of the soundness 

proof can be found in Appendix B. Preciseness proof which is used in the completeness proof 

of Section 6 is given in Appendix C. 

2 Real-Time Programming Language 

2.1 Syntax and Informal Semantics 

We consider a real-time programming language which is akin to Occam [Occ88]. The language 

is based on a real-time extension of CSP with nested parallelism and synchronous message 

passing via channels [KSR + 88J. A real- time statement delay e is added which suspends an 

execution for the value of expression e time units. Such a delay-statement may also occur in the 

guard of a guarded command. Processes communicate and synchronize by message passing via 

unidirectional channels which connect exactly two processes. Communication is synchronous. 

Let VAR be a nonempty set of program varia.bles, CHAN be a nonempty set of channel 

names, and VAL be a denumerable domain of values of program variables. The syntax of 

our real-time programming language is given in Table 1, with c, Ci E CHAN, x, Xi E VAR, 

{) E VAL, a.nd n E IN, where IN denotes the set of all natural numbers. 

Define var( S) as the set of variables occurring in S. Let wvar( S) be the set of all write

variables of S, i.e., the set of variables occurring in the left-hand side of an assignment or 

as a variable in an input statement. Obviously, wvar(S) <;; var(S). The set of (directional) 
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Table 1: Syntax of Programming Language 

Expression e .. - 1'J 1 x 1 el + e2 1 el X e2 

Boolean Expression b"- el = e2 1 el < e2 1 ~b 1 bl V b2 

Statement 5 ::= skip 1 x:= e 1 delaye de 1 c?x 1 

5 1;52 1 G 1 *G 1 5 11152 

Guarded Command G .. = [Or~lbi""" 5;] 1 [Oi'olbi;Ci?Xi""" 5iOb;delaye....., 5] 

channels occurring in a statement 5, denoted by dch(5), is defined as the set containing all 

channels occurring in 5 together with all directional channels c! and c? occurring in 5. For 

instance, dch( c!5; d?Yllc?x) = {c, c!, c?, d, d?}. 

Informally, the statements have the following meanings: 

Atomic statements 

• skip terminates immediately. 

• x := e assigns the value of expression e to the variable x. 

• delay e suspends execution for (the value of) e time units. 

• c!e sends the value of expression e on channel c as soon as a corresponding input statement 

is available. Since we assume synchronous communication, such an output statement is 

suspended until a parallel process executes an input statement of the form c?x. 

• c?x receives a value via channel c and assigns this value to the variable x. Similar to 

the output statement, such an input statement has to wait for a corresponding output 

statement before a synchronous communication takes place. 

Com pound statements 

• 51; 52 indicates sequential composition of 51 and 52. 

• Guarded command [Oi~lbi ....., 5;] is executed as follows. If none of the bi evaluates to 

true then this command terminates after the evaluation of the booleans. Otherwise, 

non-deterministically select one of the bi's which evaluates to true and execute the cor

responding statement 5i . 

• Guarded command [Di~lbi;Ci?Xi -> 5i Db; delay e ..... 5] is executed as follows. A guard 

bi; Ci?Xi or b; delay e is open if the boolean part evaluates to true. If none of the guards 

is open, the guarded command terminates after evaluation of the booleans. Otherwise, 

IVait until an io-statement of the open io-guards can be executed and continue with the 

corresponding 5i. If the delay guard is open (b evaluates to true) and no io-guard can 

be taken within e time units (after the evaluation of the booleans), then 5 is executed. 

If b evalua.tes to true and e yields 0 then 5 is executed immediately aiter the evaluation 

of the booleans. Boolean expressions equivalent to true are often omitted in guards. 

Example 2.1 Observe that delay-values can be arbitrary expressions, for instance, 

d'?x; [d?y ..... 51 Oc?x ..... 52 o delay (x + 6) ..... 53] I 
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Example 2.2 By means of a guarded command, we can easily express a time·out. For 

instance, [x > 0; c?y -" x := y ~ delay 10 -" skip) informally means that if x > 0 

and the input communication can take place within 10 time units then the assignment 

is executed, otherwise after 10 time units there is a time-out and the skip-statement is 

executed. • 

• *G indicates repeated execution of guarded command G as long as one of the guards is 

open. When none of the guards is open, *G terminates . 

• .5'111.5'2 indicates parallel execution of .5'1 and .5'2' No program variable should occur in 

both .5'1 and .5'2, i.e. var(.5'J) n var(.5'2) = 0. 

Henceforth we use'" to denote syntactic equality. 

2.2 Basic Timing Assumptions 

In order to describe the real-time behavior of programs, we must make assumptions about 

the execution time of atomic statements and the extra time needed to execute compound 

constructs. In our proof system, the correctness of a program with respect to a specification, 

which may express timing properties, is verified relative to these assumptions. For simplicity, 

we assume in this paper that there is no overhead for compound statements and that a delay e 

statement takes exactly e time units. Furthermore we assume given positive constants K a, Kc 

and Kg such that every assignment takes Ka time units, each communication takes Kc time 

units, and the evaluation of the guards in a guarded command takes Kg time units. 

The most important assumption involves parallel composition. Observe that to determine 

the execution time of a simple program x := 0 II y := 1 we need information about the number 

of available processors and the allocation of processes on processors. Note that an execution 

of x := 0 II y := 1 terminates after J(a time units if both processes x := 0 and y := 1 have 

their own processor. If, however, the two processes are executed on a single processor then this 

program will take at least 2 x J( a time units, since then the processes have to be scheduled 

in some order. In general, we have to make an assumption about the assignment of processes 

to processors at parallel composition. In this paper we use the maximal parallelism model to 

represent the situation that each process has its own processor. Consequently any action is 

executed as Soon as possible. Observe that maximal parallelism implies minimal waiting: a 

process only waits when it tries to execute an input or output statement and the communication 

partner is not available. Hence it is never the case that one process waits to perform c!e and, 

simultaneously, another process waits to execute c?x. This maximal parallelism assumption 

has been generalized in [Hoog1a) to multiprogramming where several processes can be executed 

on a single processor and scheduling is based on priorities which are assigned to statements in 

the program. 

3 Denotational Semantics 

To formally define the meaning of a program, we give a denotational semantics for our pro

gramming language. In Section 3.1 we define a model to describe computations of programs. 
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This semantic model is used in Section 4 to interpret OUI' assertion language. In Section 3.2 

we present the denotational semantics which is used to define validity of correctness formulas, 

that is, to define formally when a program satisfies an assertion. Finally, in Section 3.3 we 

discuss some properties of the semantics. 

3.1 Computational Model 

In our semantics the timing behavior of a program is expressed from the viewpoint of an 

extern a.! observer with his own clock. Let this clock range over a time domain TIME. Thus, 

a.!though parallel componellts of a system might have their own, physical, local dock, the 

observable behavior of a system is described in terms of a single, conceptual, global dock. 

To define the timing behaviour of a statement delay €, we have to relate expressions in 

the programming language to our time domain. For simplicity we have assumed that delay € 

takes € time units and hence, implicitly, that VAL <;; TIME. Furthermore we assume that the 

standa,rd operators +, -, X and <s are defined on TIME. Note that we allow our time domain 

to be dense (a domain is dense if between every two points there exists a third point). 

Henceforth, we use i, j, . . , to denote nOll-negative integers, and 1', T, TO, ••. to denote values 

from TIME. For notational convenience, we use a special value 00 with the usual properties, 

such as 00 rf- TIME, and for all l' E TIME U {oo}: l' <s 00, T + 00 = 00 + l' = 00, etc. 

A computation of a program is represented by a mapping which assigns to each point of time 

during this computation a pair consisting of a state and a set of communication records. The 

state represents the values of the program variables at that point of time. The communication 

records denote the state of affairs on the channels of the program. To denote the real-time 

communication behaviour, we use records of the fornl (c, {), indicating a communication along 

channel c with value 13. In addition to the communications at any point of time, the model 

includes information about those processes waiting to send or waiting to receive messages on 

their channels at any given time. (The need for this additional information in a compositional 

framework follows from the fact that this information is present in the fully abstract semantics 

given in [HGR87] for a similar language.) Using this information, the formalism enforces 

minimal waiting in our maximal parallelism model by requiring that no pair of processes is 

ever simultaneously waiting to send and waiting to receive, respectively, on a shared channel. 

The informal description above is formalized in the following definitions. 

Definition 3.1 (States) The set of states STATE is defined as the set of mappings from 

VAR to VAL, STATE= {s Is: VAR -+ VAL }. 

Thus a state s E STATE assigns to each program variable x a value sex). 

Definition 3.2 (Variant) The variant of a state s with respect to a variable x and a value 

{

{j ify=x 
13, denoted by (s: x f-> 13), is defined as (s : x f-> 13)(y) = . 

s(y) If y 1" x 
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Definition 3.3 (Communication Records) The set of communication records COMM is 

defined as: 

COMM= {c! IcE CHAN} U {c? IcE CHAN} U {(c,1'i) ICE CHAN and 1'i E VAL}. 

Let [ro,rl] denote a closed interval of time points: [ro,rl] = {r E TIME I ro ~ r ~ rI}' Then 

a model, representing a real-time computation of a program, is defined as follows: 

Definition 3.4 (Model) Let ro E TIME, rl E TIMEU {oo}, and rl 2: roo A model a is a 

mapping a: [ro, rll -+ STATE X fpC COMM). 

Definition 3.5 (Begin/End) For a model a with domain [ro, rll, define begin(a) = ro and 

end(a) = rl. 

Consider a model a and a point r with begin(a) ~ r ~ end(a). Then air) = (state, eomm) 

with state E STATE, and comm <;; COMM. Henceforth we refer to the two fields of air) by 

a( r ).state and a( r ).eomm, respectively. Informally, if a models a computation of a program 

S, begin(a) and end(a) denote, resp., the starting time and the termination time of this 

computation of S (end(a) == 00 if S does not terminate). Furthermore, a(begin(a)).state 

specifies the initial state of the computation, and if end(a) < 00 then a(end(a)).state gives 

the final state. In general, a( r J.state represents the values of program variables. For a channel 

name c, the set a(r).comm might contain a communica.tion record (c, iI), c! or e? with the 

following meaning: 

• (c, 1'i) E a(r ).eomm if the value iI is transmitted along channel c at time r; 

• e! E a(r).comm if S is waiting to send along channel e at time r; 

• e? E a(r).eomm if S is waiting to receive along channel e at time r. 

To make the model convenient for sequential composition, we do not look at the eomm field 

at the last point. Only a( end( a )J.state is interesting for the specification and reasoning. 

a( end( a )).comm will have an arbitrary value. 

Henceforth, we use the following definitions. 

Definition 3.6 (Channels Occurring in Model) The set of (directiOllal) channels occnr

ring in a model a, denoted by dch(a), is defined as 

dch(a) = Ubegin(u)ST<end(u) {c! Ie! E a(r).comm} U 

{e? I c? E a(r).comm} U 

{e I there exists a iI such that (e, iI) E a( r ).comm} 

Definition 3.7 (Projection onto Channels) Let cset <;; DClIAN. Define the projection 

of a model a onto eset, denoted by [a]"eto as follows: begin([alcset) = begin(a), end([alcset) = 

end(a), for all r, begin(a) ~ r ~ end(a), [alcset(r).state = a(r).state, and 

[almt(r).comm = {c! I c! E a(r).commA c! E eset} U 

{c? I c? E a(r).eommA c? E cset} U 

{( c, iI) I (c, 1'i) E a( r ).comm A e E eset} 
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Definition 3.8 (Projection onto Variables) Let vset <;; VAR. Define the projection of a 

model a onto vset, denoted by a T vset, as follows: begin(a T vset) = begin(<1), 

end(a I vset) = end(<1), for all r, begin(a)::; r ::; end(<1), (<1 T vset)(r).comm = <1(r).comm, 

{ 
a(r).state(x), if x E vset 

for all x E VAR, (a i vset)(r).state(x) = 
<1(begin(a)).state(x), if x ~ vset 

Definition 3.9 (Concatenation) The concatenation of any two models <11 and <1z, denoted 

by aW2, is a model a such that 

• if cnd( all = 00, then a = a}; 

• if end(ad < 00, end(al) = begin(az), and a} (end(al).state = a2(begin(172)).state, then 

17 has domain [begin( 17}), end( (72)J and is defined as follows: 

( 
{ 

I7I(r) for all r,begin(<1I)::; r < end(I7I); 
17 r) = 

172(r) for all r,begin(<12)::; T::; end(az). 

• otherwise undefined. 

Definition 3.10 (Concatenation of Sets of Models) The concatenation of any two sets 

of models I:} and I:, are defined as follows: 

SEQ(I:},I:2) = {1711721171 E I:} and I7z E I:2 such that l7}a2 is defined} 

It is easy to prove that SEQ is associative. 

3.2 Formal Semantics 

A good starting point for the development of a compositional proof system is the formulation 

of a. denotational, and hence compositional, selnalltics. In such a semantics the meaning 

of a statement must be defined without any information about the environment in which it 

will be pla,ced. Hence, the semantics of a statement in isolation must characterize all potential 

computations of the statement. When composing this statement with (part of) its environment, 

the semantic operators must remove the computations that are no longer possible. To be able 

to select the correct computations from the sema.ntics, any dependency of an execution on the 

environment must be made explicit in the semantic model. 

To define such a compositional semantics, we first define the evaluation of expressions and 

boolean expressions in the programming language. 

The evaluation of an expression e, denoted by [(e), is a function [(e) : STATE -; VAL, 

such that 

• [(-o)(s) =-0, 

• [(x)(s) = sex), 

• [(el + e2)(s) = [Cedes) + [(e2)(s), 

• [eel X e2)(8) = [(EIlts) X [(e,)(s). 

We define when a boolean expression b holds in a state s, denoted by B(b)(s), as follows: 

• B(e} = e2)(s) iff [(EIlts) = [(e2)(8), 
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• B(e, < e2)(s) iff [(e,)(8) < [(e2)(8), 

• B(,b)(8) iff not B(b)(8), and 

• B(b, V b2)(8) iff B(bd(8) or B(b2)(8). 

The meaning of a program S, denoted by M(S), is a set of models representing the possible 

computations of S starting at any arbitrary time. 

Skip 

A skip-statement terminates immediately without any state change. 

M(skip) = {a I begin(a) = end(a) } 

Assignment 

An assignment x := e terminates after J(a time units (recall that every assignment statement 

takes J( a time units to execute). All intermediate states before termination are the same as 

the initial state. The state at termination also equals to the initial state except that the value 

of x is replaced by the value of e in the initial state. The comm field is empty during the 

execution period since the assignment does not (tTY to) comlnunicate. 

M(x := e) = {a I end(a) = begin(a) + J(a, for all r, begin(a) ~ r < end(a), 

a(r).state = a(begin(a».state, a(r).comm = ~, and 

a(end(a».state = (a(begin(a».state: x f-+ [(e)(a(begin(a».state))) 

Delaye 

A delay e statement terminates after exactly (the value of) e time units. 

M(delay e) = {a I end(a) = begin(a) + [(e)(a(begin(a».state), for all r, 

begin(a) ~ r < end(a), a(r).state = a(begin(a».state,a(r).comm=~, 
and a(end(a».8tate = a(begin(a».8tate} 

Input and Output 

Observe that in the execution of an io-statement there are, in general, two time-periods: first 

there is a waiting period during which no communication partner is available (recall that 

comlnunication is synchrOIlous) and, secondly, when such a partner is ready to communicate, 

there is a, period (of J(c time units) during which the actual communication takes place. For 

an output command e!e these two periods are represented by two sets of models Waited) and 

Sendee, e) defined below. Then the semantics of e!e is defined as follows. 

M(c!e) = SEQ(Wait(c!),Send(c,e» 

with 

Wait(c!) = {a I there exists arE TIMEu {IX)} such that end(a) = r, for all r" 

begin(a) ~ r, < end(a), a(rd.state = a(begin(a»).state, a(Tl).comm = {c!}, 
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and a( end( a) ).state = a(begin( a )).state} 

5 end( c, e) = {a I end( a) = begin( a) + K" for all T" begin( a) :s: T, < end( a), 

a(T,).state = a(begin(a».state, ah).comm = {(c,E(e)(a(begin(a)).state))} 

and a(end(a».state = a(begin(a».state} 

To represent all potential computations of an input statement c?x, the semantics contains a 

model for every possible value that can be received. The value of x in the final state equals 

the value in the communication record. 

M(c?x) = 5EQ(Wait(c?),Receive(c,x» 

where HI ait( c'!) is defined similar to Waitt c!), and 

Receive( c, x) = {a I end( a) = begin( a) + K" there exists a value () E VAL such that, 

for all Tl , begin( a) :s: Tl < end( a), a( Tl) .state = a(begin( a) ).state, 

ah).comm = {(c, ())}, and a(end(<7))state = (a(begin(a»).state: x >-+ ()) } 

Sequential Composition 

Using the 5 EQ operator defined before, sequential composition is stnughtforward: 

Since 5 EQ is associative, the sequential composition is also associative. 

Guarded Command 

For a guarded command G, first define 

if G '" [D7=lb; ~ S;] 

if G '" [O~,bi;Ci?Xi ~ 5iOb;delaye....., 5] 

Consider G '" [O~,bi ....., 5i]. Then there are two possibilities: either none of the booleans 

evaluates to true and the command terminates after J{ 9 time units, or at least one of the 

booleans yields true and then the corresponding statement 5i is executed. Recall that the 

evaluation of the guards takes Kg time units. In the semantics below this is represented by 

statement delay Kg. 

M([O;~,bi ~ 5i]) = {a I B(.ba)(a(begin(a).state), and a E M(delay Kg)} U 

{a I there exists a k, 1:S: k :s: n, such that B(bk)(a(begin(a».state), 

and a E M(delay K g ;5k)} 

Next, consider G", [Of=lbi;Ci?Xi""" 5iOb;delaye ~ 5]. 

We should consider the following four possibilities: 

• None of the booleans evaluates to true and then the guarded command terminates after 

Kg time units . 

• b evaluates to true and at least one of the Ci?Xi for which bi evaluates to true can perform 

the communication within e time units after the evaluation of the booleans, then the 

corresponding Si is executed. 
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• b evaluates to true and none of the open io-guards can perform a communication within 

e time units after the evaluation of the booleans, then S is executed. 

• b evaluates to false, then the command waits to communicate on those C; whose guards 

are open. 

This leads to the following definition: 

M([07=jb;;c;?x; ---+ S;Ob; delay e -> SJ) = 

where 

{a I B(,ba)(a(begin(a)).state), and a E M(delay Kg)} U 

SEQ(M(delay Kg), BoundWait(G),Comm.(G)) U 

SEQ(M(delay Kg), TimeOut(G), M(S)) U 

SEQ(M(delay Kg), AnyWait(G), Comm(G)) 

Wait(G) = {a I B(ba)(a(begin(a)).state), there exists aTE TIMEu {oo} such that 

for all Tj, begin(a):S Tj < end(er), ah).state = a(begin(a)).state, 

ah).comm = {Ci? I B(bi)(a(begin(a)).state), 1:S i:S n }, 

a(end(a)).state = a(begin(a)).state, and end(a) = T} 

Comm(G) = {a I there exists a k, 1 :S k :S n, such that B(bkl(a(begin(a)).state), and 

a E SEQ(Receive(Ck,Xk),M(Sk))} 

BoundWait(G) = {a I a E Wait(G), B(b)(a(begin(a)).state), and 

end(a) < begin(a) + E(e)(a(begin(a)).state)} 

TimeOut(G) = {a I a E Wait(G), B(b)(a(begin(a)).state), and 

end(a) = begin(a) + E(e)(a(begin(a)).state) } 

AnyWait(G) = {a I a E Wait(G) and B(,b)(a(begin(a)).state)} 

Iteration 

For a model in the semantics of the iteration construct *G we have the following possibilities: 

• Either it is the concatenation of a finite sequence of models from M(G) such that the 

last model corresponds to an execution where all boolean guards evaluate to false or it 

represents a non- terminating computation of G. 

• Or it is the concatenation of an infinite sequence of models from M(G) that all represent 

termina.ting computations in which not all booleans yield the value false. 

This leads to the following definition: 

A1(*G) = {"I there exist a k E IN,k ~ 1, and aj, ... ,ak such that" = aj,··ak, 

for all i, 1 :S i:S k, "i E M(G), for all j, 1 :S j:S k - 1, end(aj) < 00, 

B(ba)(aj(begin(aj)).state), and either end(ak) = 00 or 

B( ,ba )( ak(begin( ak) ).state) } 

U {a I there exists an infinite sequence of models aj, a2, ... such that a = aj a2 ... , 

for all i ~ 1, ai E M(G), end(ai) < 00, and B(ba)(ai(begin(ai)).state) } 
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Parallel Composition 

The semantics of 5,115, consists of all models a such that there exist models a, E M(S,) and 

a, E M(S,) such that the comm-field of a is the point-wise union of the comm-fields of a, 

and a" provided the following requirements are fulfilled: 

1. end(a) = max(end(a,),end(a,», to express tha,t SillS, terminates when both processes 

have terminated. 

2. Since communication is synchronous,S, and 5, should communicate simultaneously on 

shared channels which connecte the two processes. 

3. In our execution model we assume minimal waiting for communications, i.e. two processes 

should not be simultaneously waiting to send and waiting to receive on a shared channel. 

Formally, for all r, begin(a):O: r < end(a) and for all c E dch(S,) n dch(S,): 

,(c! E a(r).comm II c? E a(r).comm). 

For the state-field of a, recall that there are no shared variables, Le. var(S,) n var(S,) = ¢. 

Hence the value of a variable x during the execution of 5,115, can be obtained from the state 

of Si if x E Va1"(Si), and from the initial state otherwise. This leads to the following definition 

for the semantics of parallel composition. 

M(5,IIS2) = {a I dch(a) <;; dch(S,) U dch(S,), for i = 1,2, there exist ai E M(Si) 

such that begin(a) = begin(c:r,) = begin(a,), 

end(a) = max(end(aJ!, end(a,)), 

[ J ( ) 
{ 

ai(r).comm begin(ai):O: r < end(a;) 
a dok(S) r .comm = 

, ¢ end( a i) :0: r < end( a) 

( (5 »( ) { 
ai(r).state begin(a;) :0: r :0: end(ai) 

a i V(IT i r .state = 
ai(end(aj).state end(a;) < r :0: end(a) 

and for all c E dch(S,) n dch(S,), for all r, begin(a):O: r < end(a), 

,(c! E cr(r).comm II c? E a(r).comm)} 

We can prove that Parallel composition is commutative and associative. 

3.3 Properties of the Semantics 

First we define three well-formedness properties. 

Definition 3.11 (Well-Formed ness) A model a is well-formed iff for all c E CHAN, for all 

fi, 19" fi, E VAL, and for all r, begin(a):O: r < end(a): 

1. ,( c! E a( r ).comm II c? E a( r ).comm). 

(Minimal waiting: It is not allowed to be simultaneously waiting to send and waiting to 

receive on a particular channel.) 

2. ,(( c, fi) E a( r ).comm II c! E a( r).comm) and ,(( c, fi) E a( r ).comm II c? E a(r).comm). 

(Exclusion: It is not allowed to be simultaneously communicating and waiting to com

municate on a given channel.) 
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3. (c,tid E a(r).commA (c,ti 2) E a(r).comm--+ til = ti2 · 

(Uniqueness: At most one value is transmitted on a particular channel at any point of 

time.) 

Then we have the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.12 For any program S, if a E M(S) then 

1. dch(a) <;; dch(S), and 

2. a is well-formed. 

By induction on the structure of S and the definition of well-formedness, we can easily prove 

this theorem. 

4 Assertion Language 

We define an assertion language which is based on ordinary linear temporal logic augmented 

with a global clock variable denoted by T. Intuitively, T refers to the current point of time 

during execution. We use start to express the starting time of a computation and term to 

denote the termination time of a computation (term = 00 for a non-terminating computation). 

We also use I ast( x) to refer to the value of program variable x at the last state of a computation 

model. To specify the communication behaviour of programs, we use a primitive comm( c, exp) 

to express a communication along channel c with value expo We also use comm(c) to abstract 

from the value communicated. Furthermore, the assertion language includes primitives waite c!) 

and waite c?) to denote that processes are waiting to communicate. Similar to the semantics, 

this is required to express rnaxhnal parallelism. By including the strong until operator, U, from 

classical temporal logic we obtain the standard modal operators. In order to give compositional 

proof rules for sequential composition and iteration, we add the "combine" operator C and 

the "iterated combine" operator C* from [BKP84]. To express properties of program variables 

we have expressions of type VAL. We also have expressions of type TIME to allow references 

to points of time. 

In addition to program variables and time variables, specifications may also use so-called 

logical variables which are not affected by program execution. These logical variables can be 

used to record the value of a program variable or time variable. Let VVAR be a set of logical 

variables ranging over VAL, and TVAR be a set of logical variables ranging over TIMEu {oo}. 

The syntax of this specification language is given in Table 2, with ti E VAL, v E VVAR, 

x E VAR, i E TIMEu {co}, t E TVAR, a.nd c E CHAN. 

Let dch( <p) denote the set of all c, c!, or c? occurring in <p, and var( <p) denote the set of all 

program variables in <po 

To interpret logical variables we use a logical variable environment" which is a mapping 

which assigns a value from VAL to each logical variable v E VVAR and a value from TIMEU 

{oo} to eaclliogical variable t E TVAR. The values of v and t in an environment, are denoted 

by -I(V) and ,(t), respectively. 
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Table 2: Syntax of Assertion Language 

Val Expression vexp ::= f) I v I x I last(x) I vexPI + vexp2 I vexPI X vexp2 

Time Expression texp ::= fit I T I start I term I vexp I 

.4sse'rtion co .• -r .. -

texPl + texp2 I texPI - texp2 I texPl X texp2 

texPI = texp2 I texPl < texp2 I 
comm(c, vexp) I camm(c) I wait(c!) I wait(c?) 

'PI V 'P2 I ~'P I 'PI U 'P2 I 'PI C 'P2 I 'PIC' 'P2 

The interpretation of assertions is defined over the computational model of section 3.1. 

First we define the value of expression vexp in a model a at time T ::: begin( a) and in an 

environment "Y, denoted by V(vexph(a, T), as follows: 

o V(19)")'(a, T) = f) 

o V(vh(a,T) = "y(v) 

if T ::; end( a ) 
oVx"y aT = ( ) ( ) { 

a(T).state(x) 

, a( end( a ».state( x) if T > end( a) 

o V(last(x)h(a,T) = a(end(a)).state(x) 

o V(vexPl + vexP2)")'(a, r) = V(vexPlh(a, T) + V(vexP2h(a, T) 

o V(vexPl X vexP2)")'(a,T) = V(vexPlh(a,T) X V(vexp2h(a,T) 

Next we define the value of time-expression texp in a model a at time T ::: begin( a), and in an 

environment "Y, denoted by T(texp)")' (a, T), as follows: 

o T(f)")'(a,T) = f 
• T(t)")'(a,T) = "y(t) 

o T(T)")'(a, T) = T 

o T(sta1·th(a, T) = begin(a) 

o T(term)")'(a,T) = end(a) 

o T(vexph(a, T) = V(vexph(a, T) 

o T(texPl + texP2h(a, T) = T(texPlh(a, T) + T(texp2h(a, T) 

o T( texPl - texp2 h( a, T) = T( texPl h( a, T) - T( texP2h( a, T) 

o T(texPl x texP2)")'(a, T) = T(texPlh(a, T) X T(texpzh(a, T) 

The interpretation of an assertion 'P at time T ::: begin( a) in a model a and an environment "Y 

is denoted by (a, Th 1= 'P and defined by induction on the structure of 'P. 

o (a,T)-j 1= texPI = texpz iffT(texPIh(a,T) = T(texpzh(a,T). 

o (a, T)-j 1= texPI < texp2 iff T(texpIh(a, T) < T(texP2h(a, T). 

o (a, T)-j 1= comm( c, vexp) iff T < end(a) and (c, V( vexph(a, T» E a( T ).comm. 

o (a, T)-j 1= comm(c) iff T < end(a) a.nd there exists a value f) E VAL such that 

(c,f) E a(T).comm. 

o (a, T)-j 1= wait(c!) iff T < end(a) and c! E a(T).comm. 

o (a, T)-j 1= wait(c?) iff T < end(a) and c? E a(T).comm. 
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• (a, T)-y F 'PI V'P2 iff (a, T)-y F 'PI or (a, T)-y F 'P2' 

• (a, T)-y F ''P iff not (a, T)-y F 'P. 

• ((1, T)-y F 'PI U 'P2 iff there exists a T2 ?: T, such that ((1, T2)-Y F 'P2, and 

for all TI, T :S TI < T2: ((1, TI)-Y F 'Pl. 

• ((1, T)-y F 'PI C 'P2 iff there exist models (11 and (12 such that (1 = (1,(12, end((1I) ?: T, 

((1I,T)-y F 'Ph and (a2,begin((12))-y F 'P2· 

• ((1, T)-y F 'PIC''P2 iff 

- either there exist a k ?: 1 and models (1" ... , (1k such that U = U, ... (1k, 

(UI' T)-y F 'PI, T :S end((1I) < 00, for all j, 2 :S j :S k - 1, (Uj, begin((1j))-y F 'PI, 

end(uj) < 00, and if end((1k) < 00 then (uk,begin(uk))-y F 'P2, otherwise 

((1k, begin(uk))-y F 'PI; 

- or there exist infinite models a" a2, a3, . .. such that U = (1, U2(13 . .. , end( Ul) ?: T, 

for all i?: 1, end((1i) < 00, (a"T)-y F 'PI, and for all j?: 2, ((1j,begin(uj))-y F 'Pl. 

We use the standard abbreviations such as true == 0 = 0, 'PI II 'P2 == '(''PI V ''P2), 

'PI -+ 'P2 == ''PI V 'P2, eXPI :S exp2 == exp, = exp2 V eXPI < exp2, etc. 

In the proof system we will frequently use the following abbreviations: 

• For a finite set cset of channels and directional cha,nnels, define 

e111pty(cset) == A"Ee,et ,wait(c!) II Ac?Ec,et ,wait(c?) II AcE"et 'C0111111(C). 

• For a finite set vset of program variables, define 

inv( vset) == AxEv,et x = vx -+ 0 (x = vx ) where Vx is a logical variable recording the 

initial value of x. 

Furthermore we have the usual abbreviations from temporal logic: 

• O'P == t"ue U 'P (eventually 'P will be true) 

• 0'P == ,0 ''P (henceforth 'P will be true) 

• 'PI U 'P2 == ('PI U'P2) V 0 'PI (weak until: either eventually 'P2 will hold and until that 

point 'PI holds continuously, or 'PI holds henceforth) 

Next we define validity of assertions and correctness formulas of the form S sat 'P. 

Definition 4.1 (Valid Assertion) An assertion 'P is valid, denoted by F 'P, iff 

(a,begin(u))-y F 'P for any model (1 and any environment ,. 

For instance, F T = start, F T = t -+ 0 (T ?: t), F 0 (T = ter111 II x = v -+ 0 x = v), and 

F 0 (T = term -+ 0 empty( {c})). 

Definition 4.2 (Satisfaction) A program S satisfies an assertion 'P, denoted by 

F S sat 'P, iff ((1,begin(a))-y F 'P for any (1 E M(S) and any environment ,. 

We also say that S sat 'P is valid if F S sat 'P. 

Finally we give a few simple examples to illustrate our assertion language. General safety 

properties can be specified, e.g., 
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• Program S does not terminate: S sat term = 00. 

Note that we could also use S sat 0 .(T = term). 

• S does not perform any communication along channel c: S sat o.comm(c). 

Some examples of real-time safety properties: 

• If S starts its execution with x = 0, then S will terminate in less than 5 time units with 

x = 8: S sat x = 0 --+ term::: start + 5 A last(x) = 8. 

• If S communicates on channel c then S is waiting to send or communicating on channel 

d within 25 time units: 

S sat 0 (T = t A comm(c) --+ <:>(T::: t + 25 A (wait(d!) V comm(d»». 

Note that logical variable t is implicitly universally quantified. 

• During the execution of S, the program variable x has value 5 at 3 time units after the 

start of the execution, after 5 time units x has value 8 and y has value 9, and finally 

after 7 time units program S terminates with x = 10 and y = 12: 

S sat 0 ((T = start + 3 --+ x = 5) A (T = start + 5 --+ x = 8 A Y = 9) A (T = start + 7--+ 

x = 10Ay = 12»A term = start + 7. 

Liveness properties can also be expressed: 

• S terminates: S sat term < 00. (Or, equivalently, S sat <:> T = term.) 

• S either communicates along channel c infinitely often or eventually it waits forever to 

send on c: S sat (0 <:> comm(c» V (<:> 0 wait(c!». 

5 Proof System 

In this section, we give a compositional proof system for our correctness formulae. First we 

formulate axioms and rules which are generally applicable to any statement. Next we axiom a

tize the programming language by formulating axioms and rules for all atomic statements and 

compound programming constructs. 

Let vexPI, vexp2 be expressions of type VAL. The well-formedness properties of the semantics 

models are axiomatized by the following axiom, for any finite cset <:; DCHAN: 

Axiom 5.1 (Well-Formedness) S sat W F"et 

where 

W Fcset 

111 in 111 aiteset 

Exclusioncset 

U ni([llecset = 

o (Min W aitcset 1\ Exclusioncset /\ U niquecset) 

!\{e',e?}<;;eset .(wait(c!) A wait(c?» 

!\{e,e!}<;;,," .(comm(c) A wait(c!» A !\{e,e?}<;;cset .(comm(c) A wait(c?)) 

!\cEese' comm( c, vexPI) A comm( c, vexP2) --+ vexpI = vexp2 

The next general axiom expresses that a program does not (try to) communicate on channels 

that do not syntactically occur in the program. For each finite set cset <:; DCHAN, we have 

the following axiom: 

Axiom 5,2 (Communication Invariance) S sat 0 empty(cset) 

provided cset n dch(S) = ¢. 
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Similarly, the proof system has an axiom to express that certain program variables are not 

changed by a program. Then the following axiom expresses that if x ~ wvar( S) then x will 

not be changed by S. 

Axiom 5.3 (Variable Invariance) 

provided x <t wvar(S). 

S sat inv({x}) 

Furthermore, we have the usual conjunction rule and consequence rule. 

Axiom 5.4 (Conjunction) 

Axiom 5.5 (Consequence) 

S sat 'PI, S sat 'P2 

S sat 'PI 1\ 'P2 

S sat 'Pb 'PI --> 'P2 

S sat 'P2 

Next we give axioms for five atomic statements. Statement skip terminates immediately. 

Axiom 5.6 (Skip) skip sat term = start 

The assignment axiom expresses that x := e terminates after Ea time units and that the final 

value of x equals the value of e in the initial state. If x occurs in the expression e, the initial 

value of x is needed to evaluate the value of e. Therefore we use a logical variable v to record 

the initial value of x. 

Axiom 5.7 (Assignment) 

x := e sat x = v --> (x = v U (T = term = start + Ea 1\ x = e[v/x]) 

Example 5.1 With this a..,iom and the Consequence Rule we can derive, for instance, 

x := x + 1 sat x = v --> O(x = v + 1/1 T = term = start + Ea)· I 
Example 5.2 We show that we can derive 

x := y + 4 sat y = 5 --> O(x = 9/1 T = term = start + E a). 

By the Assignment Axiom and the Consequence Rule we obtain 

x := y + 4 sat x = v --> O(x = y + 4 /I T = term = start + Ka). 

Since v does not occur in the consequence of this implication, we can substitute x for v. 

By the Consequence Rule, this leads to 

x := y + 4 sat 0 (x = y + 4 /I T = term = start + Ka). 

Since y <t wvm·(x := y + 4), we can derive from the Variable Invariance Axiom 

x := y + 4 sat y = v --> 0 y = v. 

Hence, by the Conjunction Rule and the Consequence Rule, 

x:= y+4 sat y = v --> O(x = v+4/1T = term = start + Ka). 

Since y = v --> O(x = v+4/1T = term = start+Ka) implies y = 5 --> O(x = 9/1T = term = 

start + Ka), the Consequence Rule leads to 

x := y + 4 sat y = 5 --> 0 (x = 9/1 T = term = start + Ka). I 
Statement delay e terminates after exactly (the value of) e time units. 
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Axiom 5.8 (Delay) delay e sat term = start + e 

An output statement starts waiting to send a message, and as soon as a communication partner 

is available the communication takes place during J(c time units. Note that we use a weak 

until operator in the axiom below to allow an infinite waiting period (i.e., deadlock) when no 

partner becomes available. 

Axiom 5.9 (Output) c!e sat wait(c!) U (T = term-Kcll(camm(c,e) U T = term» 

Similarly, a.n input statement c?x waits to receive a value on the channel c. When the com

munication finishes the value received is assigned to variable x. Thus at the last state of the 

execution model x possesses that value. 

Axiom 5.10 (Input) 

c?x sat x = v -> [(x = v II wait(c?») U 

(T = term - Kc II ((x = v II camm(c,last(x))) U T = term»] 

U sing the C operator we can easily formulate an inference rule for sequential composition. 

Rule 5.11 (Sequential Composition Rule) 
51 sat 'PI, 52 sat 'P2 

51; 52 sat 'PI C 'P2 

Example 5.3 Consider the program x := x + 1 ; x := x + 2. By the Assignment Axiom and 

the Consequence Rule we can derive: 

x := x + 1 sat x = VI -+ 0 (T = start + K. -+ x = VI + 1) II term = start + K., 

x := x + 2 sat x = v2 -> 0 (T = start + [(a -+ X = V2 + 2) II term = start + Ka. 

Then the Sequential Composition Rule and the Consequence Rule lead to 

:c := x + 1 ; x := :c + 2 sat 

:c = v -> 0 (T = stal,t + Ka -> x = v + 1) II 0 (T = star't + 2 X Ka -t X = V + 3) 

Note that instead of 0 (T = star·t + Ka -+ x = v + 1) we could have used 

o (T = start + Ka II x = v + 1), 

Now consider a guarded command G. Recall that bG is defined as (see section 3.2) 

bG'" { V~=1 b, if G '" [Oi=lbi -> 5;j 
Vi=1 b, V b if G '" [O~lbi; Ci?Xi -+ 5i 0 b; delay e -> 5] 

I 

We usc a logica.! variable Vy to refer to the initial value of program variable y where y E var(G), 

Define Quiet", /\YEva,(G) Y = vy 1\ empl.y(dch(G». 

First we give an a.xiom which expresses tha.t if none of the booleans evaluates to true then the 

guarded command terminates after [(9 time units (during which the booleans are evaluated), 

Furthermore we express that there is no activity on the channels of G and no variable of G is 

changed during the evaluation of the guards. 

Axiom 5.12 (Guarded Command Evaluation) 

G sat /\YEva,(G) y = vY -> (Quiet U (T = start + K9 1\ /\YEva,(G) Y = vy» 1\ 

(,bG -> term = start + J( 9) 
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Now consider a guarded command with purely boolean guards G", [07=lbi ---; 5i]. If at least 

one of the booleans yields true then after the evaluation of the booleans (the evaluation period 

has length Kg) one of the statements 5i for which bi evaluates to true is executed. This leads 

to the following rule: 

Rule 5.13 (Guarded Command with Purely Boolean Guards) 

Si sat 'Pi, for i = 1, ... , n 

[Of=1 bi ---; Si] sat bG ---; (term = start + Kg) C Vi=l(bi 1\ 'Pi) 

Next we formulate a rule for G '" [O?=I bi; Ci?Xi ---; Si 0 b; delay e ---; S], using 

Wait", I\YEvar(G) y = vY 1\ empty( dch( G) - {Cl?' ... , c,,?}) 1\ 

(b ---; T < start + e) 1\ I\~, (bi +-+ waite Ci ?)), 

InTime", I\YEvar(G) Y = Vy 1\ T = term 1\ (b ---; T < start + e), 

EndTime", I\YEvar(G) Y = Vy 1\ b 1\ T = term = start + e, 

Eval '" term = start + Kg, 

Gamm", (Wait U InTime) C Vi=l(bi 1\ 'Pi 1\ camm(ci)), and 

TimeOut '" (Wait U EndTime) C 'P. 

Rule 5.14 (Guarded Command with lO-guards) 

[07=1 bi; Ci?Xi ~ Si 0 b; delay e ---; S] sat 

I\YEvar(G) Y = Vy 1\ bG ---; Eval C (Gamm V TimeOut) 

The inference rule for an iterated guarded command is: 

Rule 5.15 (Iteration) 
G sat 'P 

Next consider parallel composition of SI and S2' Suppose we have deduced specifications 

'PI and 'P2 for, respectively, SI and S2. If 'PI and 'P2 do not contain term then we have the 

following simple rule: 

Rule 5.16 (Simple Parallel Composition) 

S, sat 'PI, S2 sat 'P2, neither 'PI nor 'P2 contain term 

5,IIS2 sat 'PI 1\ 'P2 

provided dch( 'Pi) <;; dch(Si) and V""('Pi) <;; var(5i ), for i = 1,2. 

If one of 'PI and 'P2 contains term, we have to take into account that the termination times of 

S, and S2 are, in general, different. 0 bserve that if S, terminates after (or at the same time 

as) S2 then the model representing this computation satisfies 'PI 1\ ('P2 CD true). Furthermore 

we have to express that the variables of 52 are not changed and there is no activity on the 

channels of S2 after the termination of 52' Similarly, for 5, and 52 interchanged. Then it leads 

to the following general rule for parallel composition: 
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Rule 5.17 (Parallel Composition) Let 1/;1'" inv(var(52)) A 0 empty(dch(52)) and 

1/;2'" inv(var(51)) A 0 empty(dch(51)). 

51 sat 'PI, 52 sat 'P2 

5 11152 sat ('PI A ('P2 C 1/J1)) V ('P2 A ('PI C 1/12)) 

provided dch('Pi) <;; dch(Si) and var('Pi) <;; var(Si), for i = 1,2. 

Example 5.4 Consider a program c!511 c?x. Since we have assumed maximal parallelism, the 

communication takes place immediately, and hence this program should satisfy 

comm(c,5) U (T = term = start + J(e A x = 5). By the Input and Output Axioms and the 

Consequence Rule, we obtain c!5 sat 'PI and c?x sat 'P2 with 

'PI'" wait(el) U (T = term - J(e A (comm(c,5) U T = term)) and 

'P2 '" wait(c?) U (T = term - [(e A (comm(c,x) U T = term) A (x = VI -> 0 (x = VI)))' 

SU pposeif;1 '" inv({ x}) A 0 empty( {c, c?}) and 1/;2 '" 0 empty({ c, el}). Then the General Par

allel Composition Rule leads to 

c!511 c'?x sat ('PI A ('P2 C 1/;1l) V ('P2 A ('PI C 1/;2)). 

The Well-Formedness Axiom and the Conjunction Rule allow us to add MinWait{e!,e?}, 

Exclusion{e,e!,e?}, and Unique{e} to ('PI A ('P2C 1/;1l) V ('P2 A ('PI C 1/;2)). Consider 

'PI A ('P2 C 1/;1) A Min W ait{e!,e?} A Exclusion{c,e!,c?} A U nigue{e}' It implies 

[waite c!) U (T = term - J(e A (comm( c, 5) U T = term))] /I 

[(wait(c?) A ,wait(e!) A ,comm(c)) U ((comm(c,x) A ,wait(el)) A inv({x}))] A Unique{e}, 

which implies 

T = term - J(e A (comm(c,5) U T = term) A 0 (x = 5). 

Since 1= T = start, we can then derive comm( c, 5) U (T = term = start + J(e /\ x = 5). 

Similarly, we can also obtain that 

'P2 A ('PI C 1/;2) A MinWait{e!,c?} A Exclusion{e,c!,c'} A Unique{e} implies 

comm( c, 5) U (T = term = start + J{c A x = 5). 

Then, using the Consequence Rule again, we obtain 

c!5 II c'lx sat comm( e, 5) U (T = term = start + J(e A x = 5). 

Example 5.5 Consider program c!O; d!lll d?x; c?y. Since this program leads to deadlock, 

we should be able to prove c!O;dllll d'lx;c?y sat 0 (wait(el) A waited?)). 

I 

By the Output Axiom, the Communication Invariance Axiom, and the Consequence Rule, we 

can derive elO sat waite c!) U comm( c) a.nd c!O sat 0 ,comm( d). 

U sing the Conjunction Rule and the Consequence Rule, we can combine these two formulae 

into c!O sat (wait( c!) A ,comm( d)) U ( comm( c) A ,comm( d)). 

Since ((wait(c!) A ,comm(d)) U (comm(c) A ,comm(d)))C true implies 

(wait(c!) A ,comm(d)) U (comm(c) A ,comm(d)), the Sequential Composition Rule and the 

Consequence Rule lead to c!O; d!l sat (wait( c!) A ,camm( d)) U (comm( c) A ,comm( d)). 

Similarly, we have d?x; c?y sat (wait(d?) A ,camm(c)) U (comm(d) A ,comm(c)). 

From the Simple Parallel Composition Rule, we obtain 

c!O; d!lll d?x; c?y sat ((wait(c!) A ,camm(d)) U (comm(c) A ,comm(d))) A 
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((wait(d?) II ,comm(c)) U (camm(d) II ,camm(c))). 

Clearly this assertion implies 0 (wait( e!) II waite d?)) and hence, by the Consequence Rule, 

c!O;d!lll d?x;c?y sat o (wait(c!) II waited?)). I 

6 Soundness and Completeness 

In order to prove the soundness of our proof system, we need the following lemmas. 

Lemma 6.1 For any expression e from the programming language, any model a, any envi

ronment "I, and any r E TIME, r 2: begin(a), E(e)(a(r).state) = V(eh(a,r). 

The proofs of all lemmas can be found in Appendix A. 

Lemma 6.2 For any boolean expression b from the programming language, any model a, 

any environment "I, and any r E TIME, r 2: begin(a), B(b)(a(r).state) iff (a,r)? 1= b. 

Regarding the soundness of our real-time proof system, we must show that every formula 

5 sat 'P derivable in the proof system is indeed valid. 

Theorem 6.3 (Soundness) The proof system is sound. 

Proof: We have to show that all axioms are valid and all inference rules preserve the validity, 

i.e. if the hypotheses of any rule are valid, so is the conclusion. For most axioms and inference 

rules, soundness follows directly from the definition of the semantics, by using Lemma 6.1 and 

Lemma 6.2. The details of the proof appear in Appendix B. I 

We would also like the proof system to be complete, i.e. if 5 sat 'P is valid then it is 

derivable from our proof system. Observe that the Consequence Rule relies on implications 

that are formulae in ECTL (Explicit Clock Temporal Logic), and hence the completeness of 

our proof system also requires that every valid ECTL formula is provable. Since proof systems 

for ECTL are beyond the scope of this paper, we prove relative completeness: Every valid 

specification is derivable in our proof system, assuming that any valid ECTL formula can be 

proved. 

In order to prove the relative completeness of our proof system, we need the following 

lemmas. The first nine lemmas express some properties of the projection operations. 

Lemma 6.4 For any model a and any c.set <;;; DCHAN, dch(a) <;;; cset iff a = [a],,,,. 

Lemma 6.5 For any expression vexp of type VAL, a.ny model a, any environment "I, and 

any c.set <;;; DCHAN, V( ve.~ph( a, begin( a)) = V( vexph([a]"", begin([a]m,)). 

Lemma 6.6 For any expression vexp of type VAL, any model a, any environment "I, and 

any vset <;;; VAR, V(vexph(a, begin(a)) = V(vexph(a T vset,begin(a T vset)), if var(vexp) <;;; 

vset. 
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Lemma 6.7 For any expression texp of type TIME, any model a, any environment "'I, and 

any cset ~ DCHAN, T(texph(a,begin(a)) = T(texph([ajcset,begin([aj"et)). 

Lemma 6.8 For any expression texp of type TIA1E, any model a, any environment "'I, and 

any vset ~ Y.4R, T(texph(a,begin(a)) = T(texph(a i vset,begin(a i vset)), if var(texp) ~ 

vset. 

Lemma 6.9 For any cset ~ DCHAN and any assertion 'P, if dch('P) ~ cset, then for any 

model a and any environment "'I, (a,begin(a)h 1= 'P iff ([ajmt,begin([aj"et1h 1= 'P' 

Lemma 6.10 For any vset ~ YAR and any assertion 'P, if var('P) ~ vset, then for any model 

a and any environment "'I, (a, begin( a 1)"'11= 'P iff (a i vset, begin( a i vset))"'I 1= 'P. 

Lemma 6.11 For any model a, any environment "'I, and any cseh, cset2 ~ DCHAN, 

if (a,begin(alh 1=, 0 empty(cset2 - csetIJ then [aj"etJucse/, = [ajesetJ' 

Lemma 6.12 For any model a, any environment "'I, and any vsetl, vset2 ~ VAR, 

if (a,begin(alh 1= inv(vset2 - vsetl), then a i (vsetl U vset2) = a i vsetl' 

The next lemma expresses the relation between a well-formed model and the assertion 

W Fcset . 

Lemma 6.13 For any model a and any environment "'I, if dch( a 1 ~ cset and (a, begin( a)h 1= 
W Feset , then a is well-formed. 

In order to prove the relative completeness of our system, we need to define a property of 

assertions called preciseness. Before giving the definition, we first define the following concept. 

Definition 6.14 (Invariant) A program variable x is invariant with respect to a model a 

iff for all T, begin(a)::; T ::; end(a), a(TJ.state(x) = a(begin(a)l.state(x). 

Next we give the definition of preciseness: 

Definition 6.15 (Preciseness) An assertion 'P is precise for a statement S iff 

1. S sat 'P, i.e. (a,begin(aJ)"'I 1= 'P, for any a E M(S) and any environment "'I; 

2. If a is a well-formed model, dch(a) <;; dch(S), for any program variable x ric wvar(S), 

x is invariant with respect to a, and (a,begin(a))"'I 1= 'P for any environment "'I, then 

a E M(S); and 

3. dch('P) = elch(S) and va,'('P) = var(S). 

A precise assertion 'P for S thus characterizes aU possible computations of S: 'P is valid for S, 

and any "reasonable" computation satisfying 'P is a possible computation of S. 

We ftrst prove that for any program S a. precise specifica.tion can be derived from the axioms 

and inference rules (Theorem 6.16). We then show (in Theorem 6.17) that any assertion 'P2 

which is valid for S can be derived from a precise assertion 'PI for S and three predicates. 

Hence, relative completeness follows directly (Theorem 6.18). 
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Theorem 6.16 If S is a statement then a precise specification for S can be derived by using 

the proof system. 

The proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix C. 

Theorem 6.17 If 'PI is precise for Sand 'P2 is valid for S, then 

Proof: Let 'PI is precise for Sand 'P2 is valid for S. Consider a model a and an environment 

'Y. Assume (a,begin(a))? F 'PI A WFdch(",J) A Dempty(dch('P2) - dch('PIl)A 

inv(var('P2) - var('PI))' We show (a,begin(a))? F 'P2' By (a,begin(a))? F 'Plo Lemma 6.9 

leads to ([aldch(",J),begin([aldch(",,)))? F= 'PI' By Lemma 6.10, 

([aldch(<p,) i var('PIl,begin([aldch('PI) i var('PI)))? F 'PI· Since dch(WFdch(",')) = dch('PI), 

we obtain ([aldch(",J)' begin([aldch(<pI)))? F W Fdch(",')' Then by Lemma6.13, [aldch(",,) is we11-

formed. By definition, [aldch(",J) i var('PI) is also well-formed. Since 'PI is precise for S, we have 

dch('PI) = dch(S) and var('PI) = var(S). By the definition of projection onto variables, every 

variable x ~ wvar(S) is invariant with respect to [aldch(",,) i var( 'Pd. Hence by the definition of 

preciseness, [a]dch(",,) i var( 'PI) E M(S). From (a, begin( a))? F 0 empty( dch( 'P2) - dch( 'PI)), 

Lemma 6.11 leads to [a]dch("")Udch(,,,,) = [a]dch(<p,)' Since (a,begin(a))? F inv(var('P2)

var('PI)), Lemma 6.12 leads to a i (var('Pd Uvar('P2)) = a i var('Pd. Thus 

[a]dch(<pJ)Udch(<p,) i (var('Pd U var('P2)) = [a]dch(<pJ) i var('Pd. Therefore 

[a]dch(<pJ)Udch(",,) i (var('Pd U va7'('P2)) E M(S). Since 'P2 is valid for S, for any environment 'Y, 

([a]dch(",,jUdch(<p,) i (var('Pd U var('P2)),begin(a))? F 'P2· From var('P2) <;;: var('PdUvar(<P2), 

Lemma 6.10 leads to ([a ]dch(",,)Udch(,,,,), begin( a))? F 'P2· By dch( 'P2) <;;: (dch( 'Pd U dch( 'P2)), 

Lemma G.9leads to (a,begin(a))? F= 'P2' Then we have proved our theorem. I 

Theorem 6.18 (Relative Completeness) If assertion 'P is valid for program S, then 

S sat <P is derivable in the proof system. 

Proof: By Theorem 6.16, we can derive S sat 'PI where 'PI is a precise assertion for S. 

By the Well-Formedness Axiom we can derive S sat W Fdch(",,)' Since dch('PI) = dch(S), 

we obtain that [dch('P) - dch(<pI)] n dch(S) = ¢. Then by the Communication Invariance 

Axiom, S sat 0 empty(dch( 'P) - dch( 'PI))' From the Variable Invariance Axiom, we can derive 

S sat inv(var(<p) - var('Pd) since [vaT('P) - va"('PI)] n Va7'(S) = ¢. Then the Conjunction 

Rule leads to S sat 'PI A W Fdch(",,) A 0 empty(dch('P) - dch('PI)) A inv(var('P) - var('PJ)). By 

Theorem 6.17, [<PI A W Fdch(",,j A 0 empty( dch( 'P) - dch( 'PI!) A inv( vaT( 'P) - var( 'PI))] -> 'P 

is valid and, by our relative completeness assumption, provable. Hence, by the Consequence 

Rule, S sat <P is derivable in the proof system. I 

7 Conclusion 

We have fornmlated a proof system to verify that a program satisfies a specification written 

in a version of explicit clock temporal logic. We also have shown that the proof system is 
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sound, that is, every formula S sat 'P which can be proven in our proof system is indeed 

valid. Furthermore we have established relative completeness, that is, if valid formulas from 

our assertion language can be proven, then any valid formula S sat 'P can also be derived in 

OUT axiomatic system. 

Important is that our axiomatization is compositional, and hence allows us to reduce the 

complexity of the verification problem. In contrast with for instance [Ost89], we have not 

required a discrete time domain. Often a dense time domain is convenient, since it allows 

events to be arbitrary close to each other in time. TI,is is important when reactive systems 

are modeled. Such systems have an intensive interaction with the environment and external 

events may occur at any moment of time. Moreover, by having dense time we can easily reason 

about the timing of atomic actions on one level of abstraction and their refinement into several 

actions on a lower, more concrete, level. A close look at the development of the theory reveals 

that this choice is orthogonal to the rest of the theory. Therefore, should for other reasons, 

e.g., efficient automatic verification, a discrete domain appear more attractive, then this can 

be substituted without causing changes to the theory elsewhere. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the proof system from this paper is closely related to the 

compositional axiomatization given in [HW89] where MT1 is used instead of ECT1. In MT1, 

explicit bounds are added to the modal operators to obtain quantitative timing. For instance, 

there is a real-time until operator 'PI U <d 'P2 which expresses that 'P2 will be true within d 

time units and until that point 'PI holds. In our framework this operator could be defined as 

follows: (a,7), 1= 1/;1 U<d 1/;2 iff there exists a 71,7:0; 71 < 7 + d, such that (a,T1), 1= 1/;2, 

and for all 72,7:S 72 < Tl, (a,T2), 1= 1/;1' Observe that 'PI U<d 'P2 in MT1 is equivalent to 

T = t -+ (91 U (T < t + d 1\ 'h)) in ECT1, where <PI and <P2 are formulae in ECT1 which 

are equivalent to 'PI and 'P2, respectively. From this transformation, it is clear that in MT1 

all t.iming properties are specified relative to a starting point, whereas ECT1 allows direct 

references to the value of the clock. In future work we will address the precise relation between 

these two a,pproaches and investigate, by means of examples, which version is most applicable 

for specific applications. 

The present paper is part of a larger, more ambitious, endeavour to describe scheduling with 

respect to limited resources in an abstract, compositional, manner. The desired abstraction 

would be to describe how, for a given scheduler and resources, combination of two components 

influences their execution time without modeling the effect of the scheduler at the computation 

step level. Iu this paper we believe to have obtained some more insight in the description of 

time properties, be it in the limited context of maximal parallelism. 
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Appendix A 

Proofs of Lemmas 

Proof of Lemma 6.1 

Consider any expression e from the programming language, any model a, any environment I, 

and any r E TIME, r"2:: begin(a). Prove E(e)(a(r).state) = V(eh(a,r). 

Proof: We give the proof by induction on the structure of e. 

• e == d. Then [(d)(a(r).state) = d = V(dh(a, r). 
• e == x. Then E(x)(a(r).state) = a(r).state(x) = V(xh(a,r). 
• e == el + e2. By the induction hypothesis, 

E(e,)(a(r).state) = V(elh(a,r) and E(e2)(a(r).state) = V(ezh(a,r). Then, 

E(e, + e2)(a(r).state) = E(e,)(a(r).state) + E(e2)(a(r).state) = 
V(e,h(a,r)+ V(e2h(a,r) = V(e, + e2h(a,r). 

• e == e, X e2. By the induction hypothesis, 

[(e,)(a(r).state) = V(e,h(a,r) and E(e2)(a(r).state) = V(e2h(a,r). Then, 

E(e, X e2)(a(r).state) = E(e,)(a(T).state) X E(e2)(a(r).state) = 

V(e,h(a,r) X V(e2h(u,r) = V(el X e2h(0",r). 

Proof of Lemma 6.2 

I 

Consider any boolean expression b from the programming language, any model a, any envi

ronment I, and any r E TIME, r "2:: begin(a). Prove that B(b)(a(r).state) iff (a, rh ~ b. 

Proof: The proof is given by induction on the structure of b. 

• b == el = e2' Thus, B(el = e2)(a(r).state) iff t:(e,)(u(r).state) = E(ez)(a(r).state) iff, 

by Lemma 6.1, V(elh(u, r) = V(e2h(u, r) iff (u, rh ~ el = ez. 
• b == el < ez. Thus, B(el < e2)(a(r).state) iff E(el)(u(r).state) < E(ez)(a(r).state) iff, 

by Lemma 6.1, V(elh(u, r) < V(ezh(u, r) jff (a, rh ~ el < ez· 
• b == ~bl' Thus, B( ~bl)( a( r ).state) iff not B(bl)(a( r ).state) iff, by the induction hypoth

esis, not (a, rh ~ b, iff (u, rh ~ ~b" 
• b == bl V b2. Thus, B(bl V b2)(a(r).state) iff B(bl)(a(r).state) or B(b2)(a(T).state) iff, by 

the induction hypothesis, (u, Th ~ bl or (a, rh ~ b2 iff (a, rh ~ b, V bz· I 

Proof of Lemma 6.4 

Consider a model a and cset S;; DCHAN. Prove that dch(a) S;; cset iff 17= [aJeset. 

Proof: By definition of projection, begin( 0") = begin([uJeset), end( a) = end([aJeset), and for 

all rl, begin(a) :S rl :S end(a), a(rd.state = [aJ"et(rl).state. Then we only have to prove 

that, for all r, begin(a) :S r < end(a), a(r).comm = [aJcset(r).comm iff dch(a) S;; cset. Let 

c E CHAN and dE VAL. By definition, for all r, begin(a)::; r < end(a), 

[uJeset(r).comm = {c! I c! E a(r).commll c! E cset} U 

{c? I c? E a( r ).comm A c? E cset} U 

{(c,d) I (c,d) E a(r).commA c E cset} 
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and 

dch(a) = Ubegin(a)<;r<end(a) {C! I C! E a(T).COmm} U 

{e? I e? E a(T).comm} U 

{e I there exists a fJ such that (e, fJ) E a(T).eomm} 

Assume deh(a) C;; eset. We show a(T).eomm = [a]"e,(T).comm, for all T, begin(a) < 
T < end(a). If e! E a(T).eomm, then c! E dch(a). By the assumption, c! E eset and thus 

e! E [U]e",(T).comm. Similarly, if e? E a(Tl.eomm then c? E [a]m,(T).eomm. If (c,fJ) E 

a(T).comm, then e E deh(a). By the assumption, e E eset and hence (e, fJ) E [a]ese,(T).eomm. 

Thus a(T).eomm C;; [a]ese,(T).eomm. On the other hand, if c! E [a]ese,(T).eomm, then e! E 

a(T).eomm. If e? E [a]",,(T).eomm, then e? E a(T).comm. If (e, fJ) E [a]ese,(T).eomm, then 

(c,fJ) E a(T).eomm. Therefore [U]",,(T).comm C;; U(T).comm. Hence 

a(T).comm = [a],se,(T).comm. 

NolV assume a(T).comm = [a]"e,(T).comm, for all T, begin(a) :S T < end(a). We prove 

deh(a) C;; eset. Consider any e! E deh(a). By definition, there exists aT, begin(a) :S T < 
end(u), such that c! E a(T).eomm. By the assumption, c! E [a]es,,(T).command then e! E eset. 

Similarly, if e? E deh(u), then e? E eset. Suppose e E deh(a). Then there exists a value fJ 

such that (e, fJ) E a(T).eomm for some T, begin(a) :S T < end(a). By the assumption again, 

(e, fJ) E [aJo,e,(T).eomm and then c E eset. Hence deh(a) C;; eset. Therefore a(T).eomm = 
[ULe,(T).comm iff deh(a) C;; eset. I 

Proof of Lemma 6.5 

Consider any expression vexp of type VAL, any model a, any environment '"I, and any eset C;; 

DCHAN. Prove that V( vexl'h( a,begin( a» = V( vexl'h([a]e,,', begin([a]e,,'». 

Proof: We give the proof by induction on the structure ofvexp. Observe that, by the definition 

of projection onto channels, begin(a) = begin([alo",), for any eset C;; DCHAN. 

• vexp "" fJ. Then V( fJh( 0", begin( a» = fJ = V( fJh([a ]"e', begin([a]ese')). 

• vexp"" v. Then V( v h( a, begin( a» = '"I ( v) = V( vh(k]cse', begin([O"]es,,». 

• vexl''''' x. Then V(xh(a,begin(O"» = a(begin(a».state(x) = 

[a]cse'( begin([ a]ese,)).state( x) = V( x h([aJc,,,, beg'in([ a ]ese')) , 

• vexp == last(x). Then V(last(x)h(a,begin(a)) = a(end(a)).state(x) = 

[a ]os"( end([ O"]cse') J.state( x) = V(last( x )h([aj",t, begin([ ajese'»' 

• vexl''''' vexpI + vexp2, By the induction hypothesis, 

V(vexplh(O",begin(a» = V(vexpd'/([a]"et,begin([O"],,,,)) and 

V( vexl'2h( a, begin( a) J = V( vexP2)'r([a ]ese', begin([a ]eset)). 

Thus V(vexpI + vexl'zh(a,begin(a» = V(vexPI + vexP2h([a]e""begin([a]ese'))' 

• vexp == vexpI X vexp2, The proof is similar as for vexp "" vexpI + vexp2' 
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Proof of Lemma 6.6 

Consider any expression vexp of type VAL, any model a, any environment" and any vset ~ 

VAll. Prove that V( vexph( a, begin( a)) = V( vexph( a 1 vset, begin( a 1 vset)), if var( vexp) ~ 

vset. 

Proof: By the definition of projection onto variables, we obtain begin(a) = begin(a 1 vset), 

for any vset ~ VAR. Follow the definition and the induction proof for Lemma 6.5, we can 

easily prove this lemma. I 

Proof of Lemma 6.7 

Consider any expression texp of type TIME, any model a, any environment " and any cset ~ 

DCH A N. Prove that T( texp h( a, begin( a)) = T( te.~p h([a]eset, begin([a]e.e')). 

Proof: By definition, begin(a) = begi,,([a]esd), for a.ny cset ~ DCHAN. The proof is given 

by induction on the structure of texp. 

• texp == f. Then T(fh(a,begin(a)) = f = T(fh([a]ese"begin([a]ese,)). 

• texl' == t. Then T(th(a,begin(a)) = ,(t) = T(th([a]esct,begin([a]eset)). 

• texl' == T. Then T(Th(a,begin(a)) = begin(a) = begin([a]ese,) = 

T(Th([a]eset, begin([ a ]ese'))' 

• texp == start. Then T(starth(a,begin(a)) = begin(a) = begin([a]"e') = 
T( starth([ a]ese', begin([a ]ese'))' 

• texl' == tenn. Then T(termh(a,begin(a)) = end(a) = end([a]ese') = 

T( term h([a]ese" begin([a lose'))' 

• texp == vexp. By definition, T-(vexph(a,begin(a)) = V(vexph(a,begin(a)) and 

T( vexp h([a]ese', begin([ a ]ese')) = V( vexp h([ a]ese" begin([a]ese')). By Lemma 6.5, 

V(vexph(a,begin(a)) = V(vexph([a]ese"begin([a]m'))' Then it leads to 

T( vexp h( a, begin( a)) = T( vexl' h([a]ese" begin([a]cse,)). 

• texp == texPl + texp2. By the induction hypothesis, 

T( texl'lh( a, begin( a)) = T(texJh h([a]ese', begin([a]ese')) and 

T( texl'2 h( a, begin( a» = T( texpzh([a]ese" begin([a lese'))' Thus, by definition, 

T(texPl + texp2h(a,begin(a)) = T(texl'l + texpzh([a]ese"begin([a]ese,)). 

• texp == texl'l - texpz and texp == texl'l X texp2. The proofs are similar as for texp == 

I 

Proof for Lemma 6.8 

Consider any expression texp of type TIME, any model a, any environment " and any vset ~ 

VAR. Prove that T(texph(a,begin(a)) = T(texph(a 1 vset,begin(a 1 vset)), if var(texp) ~ 

vset. 

Proof: Similar to the proof for Lemma 6.7. I 
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Proof for Lemma 6.9 

Consider any eset <;; DCHAN and any assertion 'P. Prove that if deh( 'P) <;; eset then, for any 

model a and any environment ,,(a,begin(a))f F 'P iff ([aJese"begin([aJm,))f F 'P. 

Proof: We give the proof by induction on the structure of 'P. 

o 'P == texPI = texp2. Then (a,begin(a))f F texPI = texp2 iff 

T(texpd,(a,begin(a)) = T(texP2h(a,begin(a)) iff, by Lemma 6.7, 

T(texPlh([aJese"begin([aJ"et)) = T(texP2h([aJese"begin([aJese,)) iff, by definition, 

([aJe"" begin([aJese,))f F texPI = texp2· 

o 'P == texPI < texp2' The proof is similar as for 'P == texPI = texp2. 

o 'P == eamm(e, vexp). Then {e} = deh('P) <;; eset, and thus e E eset. Hence 

(a,begin(a))f F eamm(e,vexp) iff 

end(a) > begin(a) and (e, V(vexph(a,begin(a))) E a(begin(a)).cammiff, 

by definition and Lemma 6.5, end([aJese,) > begin([aJese') and 

(e, V( vexp h([aJese', begin([ aJeset))) E [a Jese'( begin([aJesetl ).eamm iff 

([aLet, begin([aJese,))f F eamm( e, vex!'). 

o 'P == camm(e). Then {e} = deh('P) <;; eset and thus e E eset. Hence 

(a,begin(a))f F eamm(e) iff end(a) > begin(a) and there exists a value iJ such that 

(e, iJ) E a(begin(a)).eamm iff end([aJese,) > begin([aJese') and there exists a value iJ such 

that (e, iJ) E [aJese,(begin([aJese,)).eamm iff ([aJese"begin([aJese,))f F eamm(c). 

o 'P == wait(e!). Thus {e!} = deh('P) <;; eset and then e! E eset. Therefore 

(a,begin(a))f F wait(e!) iff end(a) > begin(a) and c! E a(begin(a)).eomm iff 

enci([aJose,) > begin([aJe",l and er E a(begin([aJese,)).comm n eset iff 

enci([aJese') > begin([a}esetl and c! E [a}ese,(begin([aJese,)).eamm iff 

([a Jose" begin([aJese,l)f F waite e!). 

o 'P == waite e?). The proof is similar as for 'P == waite e!). 

o 'P == 'PI V'P2' Then, for any i E {1,2}, deh('Pi) <;; (cich('Pd U deh('P2)) = deh('P) <;; eset. 

Hence (a, begin( a lh F 'PI V 'P2 iff (a, begin( a))f F 'PI or (a, begin( a)h F 'P2 iff, by the 

induction hypothesis, ([al ese" begin([alm,l)f F 'PI or ([aJese" begin([alese,l)f F 'P2 iff 

([ale"" begin([aJ,,,,)h F 'PI V'P2' 

o 'P == 'PI U'P2. The proof is similar as for 'P == 'PI V'P2· 

o 'P== 'PI C 'P2· Then, for any i E {1,2},dch('Pi) <;; cieh('Pl <;; eset. Hence (a,begin(a))fF 

'PI C 'P2 iff there exist models 171 and 172 such that a = 171172, (a"begin(a,))f F 'PI, and 

(172, begin(a2))f F 'P2 iff, by the induction hypothesis, there exist models 171 and 172 such 

that a = 171172, ([aIJose"begin([allc,,'))f F 'PI, and ([a21eset,begin([a2Jese,l)f F 'P2 iff, 

by definition, there exist models [a,l ese, and [a21ese' such that [aJese, = [aIJese,[a2Jese" 

([aiL"" begin([a,lmtl h F 'PI, and ([a21"et, begin([a21ese,l), F 'P2 iff 

([aJese', begin([alosetlh F 'PI C 'P2· 

o 'P == 'PI C* 'P2· The proof is similar as for 'P == 'PI C 'P2. I 
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Proof for Lemma 6.10 

Consider any vset s: VAR and any assertion 'P. Prove that if var('P) <;; vset then, for any 

model (J and any environment " «(J, begin( (J)h 1= 'P iff «(J r vset, begin( (J r vset)h 1= 'P. 

Proof: Similar to the proof for Lemma 6.9. I 

Proof of Lemma 6.11 

Consider a model (J, an environment " and two sets cset" cset, s: DCHAN. Prove that if 

«(J, begin( (J)h 1= 0 empty( cset, - csetIl then [(Jleset,ucset, = [(Jl"et,. 
Proof: By the definition of projection, begin([CJ leset, ueset,) = begin( (J) = begin([(J leset,), 

end([(Jlcso"um',) = end«(J) = end([(Jlcse',), and for any T, begin(a)::; T:S end(a), 

[al"e"ucset,(T).state = a(T).state = [aleset, (T).state. Then we only have to prove, for any T, 

begin(a):S T < end(a), [alm"uc"t,(T).comm = [aleset,(T).comm. Since cset, U cset, == 

csetl U (cset 2 - csett), we obtain [alcsetlUcset2 :::::: [aLsettU(cset2-csett) and then 

[a]csettUCset2(r).comm = [a]csettu(cset2-csetl) (T).comm :::::: [aJcsetJ(T).comm u 
[al("d,_"et,j(T).comm. We show that [al(cse,,_csd,)(T).comm = 0. 

Assume (a, begin( a»), 1= 0 empty( cset, - cset,). For any c E cset, - cset" (a, begin( a)h 1= 
o ,comm( c). Thus, for all T, begin( a) :S T < end( a), and for all value fJ E VAL, (e, fJ) if. 
a(T).comm. Similarly, for any e! E eset, -cset" (a,begin(a)h 1= D'wa£t(e!). Thus, for all T, 

begin(a) :S T < end(a), e' if. a(T).eomm, and then a(T).commn{e! I e! E eset,-cset,} = 0. We 

can also derive that a(T).cammn{e? I e? E cset2-eset,} = 0. Hence [al(cse,,_eset,)(T).eomm = 

¢ and then [alcset,uese', (T).camm = [aleset,(T).camm. I 

Proof of Lemma 6.12 

Consider a model (J, an environment" and two sets vset" vset, <;; VAR. Prove that if 

(a,begin(a)h 1= inv(vset, - vset,) then a r (vset, U vset,) = (J i vset,. 

Proof: Follow the proof for Lemma 6.11. I 

Proof of Lemma 6.13 

Consider a model a and an environment ,. Prove that if dch(a) <:;; cset and (a,begin(a)h 1= 
IY Fcso', then a is well-formed. 

Proof: Assume «(J, begin(a)h 1= W Feset . Then 

(a, begin( a)h 1= 0 (MinWait"'t II Exclusion"" II U niqueese,). Hence, for all T :::: begin( a), 

1. (a, Th 1= ,(wait(e!) II wait(e'?», for all {e!,en <;; cset; 

2. (a, Th 1= ,(eomm(e) II wait(e'», for all {c,e'} <;; eset, and 

(a, Th 1= ,(eamm(c) II wait(e'!», for all {e,en C;; eset; 

3. (a, Th 1= eamm(c, vexp,) II eamm(c, vexp,) --+ ve.~l" = vexp2, for all e E eset. 

Given the interpretation of assertions (Section 4), this implies, for all T :::: begin(a), 

1. ~(c! E (J(T ).eomm II c? E a( T).comm), for all {el, c?} C;; eset; 
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2. There does not exist a value il E VAL such that 

(c,il) E a(7).commll c! E a(7).comm or (e,il) E a(7).commll e? E a(7).comm. 

Thus, for any value il E VAL, 

.( (c, il) E a( 7 ).comm /\ c! E a( 7 ).eomm), for all {e, el} <;;; eset, and 

.( (e, il) E a( 7 ).eomm II e? E a( 7 ).eomm), for all {e, e?} <;;; eset; 

3. (e, V(veXPI}-y(a, 7) E a(7).eornm II (e, V(vexpz}-Y(a, 7)) E a(7).eomm 

-+ V( vexpd,(a, 7) = V( vexP2}-y(a, 7), for all e E eset. Since vexPI and vexp2 are 

arbitrary expressions of type VAL, let ill, il2 E VAL be such that ill == veXPl and 

il2 == vexp2. Hence ill = V(vexPI),(a,7) and il2 = V(vexp2}-y(a, 7). Thus, for all 

7:2: begin(a), (e, ill) E a(7).eornrn II (e, il2) E a(7).eomrn --+ ill = il2, for all e E eset. 

Notice that if e' if. eset then, by deh( a) <;;; eset, e! if. deh( a), and thus e! if. a( 7 ).eomrn, for all 

7, begin(a) :s 7 < end(a). Similarly, if e? if. eset then e? if. a(7).eornm and if e if. eset then for 

any value il E FAL (e,il) if. a(7).e0I11.m. Thus, for all e E CHAN, for all values il,ill ,il2 E VAL, 

and for aU 7, begin(a):S 7 < end(a): 

1. .(e! E a(7).eomm II e? E a(7).eomm); 

2 .• ( (e, il) E a( 7 ).eomm II c! E a( 7 ).eornrn) and .((e, il) E a( 7 ).eomm /\ e? E a( 7 ).eomm); 

3. (e,il l ) E a(7).comm/\ (c,iJ2) E a(r).eomm -+ ill = il z. 

Hence a is well-formed. I 
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Appendix B 

Soundness Proof 

In the soundness proof, we must show that every axiom in our proof system is indeed valid 

and every inference rule preserves validity, i.e. if the hypotheses of an inference rule are valid, 

so is the conclusion. 

Well-Formedness 

Consider a program S and a finite set eset <;; DCHAN. We prove that S sat W Fese' is valid. 

Consider a,ny a E M(S) and any environment ,. Then, by Lemma 3.12, a is well-formed, that 

is, for all r, begin(a):S: r < end(a), for all c E CHAN, and for all 11,,112 ,11 E VAL: 

1. ,(c! E a(r).comm /\ e? E a(r).eomm); 

2. ,( (c, 11) E a( r ).eomm /\ e! E a( r ).comm) and ,( (c, 11) E a( r ).eomm /\ e? E a( r ).eomm); 

3. (e,11]) E a(T).comm/\ (c,19 2) E a(r).comm --'> 19] = 192 , 

For any expressions vexp, and vexp2 of type VAL, we have V(vexp,);(a,r) E VAL and 

V(vexP2);(a,r) E VAL, for any r, begin(a) :s: T < end(a). Since 19, and 192 are arbitrary 

values in VAL, we can replace 19, and 192 by V( vexp,);( a, r) and V( vexp2);( a, r), respectively. 

Thus, for all r, begin(a):S: T < end(a), for all 19 E VAL, and for all expressions vexp" vexp2: 

1. ,( c! E cr( r).comm /\ c? E a( r ).comm), for all c with {c!, c?} <;; eset; 

2. ,((e,11) E a(r).eomm/\c! E a(r).eomm), for all e with {e,e!} <;; eset, and 

,ltc, 11) E a(r).eomm /\ c? E a(r).eomm), for all e with {e, e?} <;; eset; 

3. (e, V(vexp,);(a, r)) E a(r).eomm /\ (c, V(vexP2h(a, r)) E a(r).comm--'> 

V(vexp,h(a,r) = V(vexP2);(a,r), for all e E eset. 

By the interpretation of assertions, we obtain that, for all r, begin(a) :s: r < end(a), for all 

19 E VAL, and for all vexp, and vexp2: 

1. (a, r); 1= A{cl,c?}~ese' ,( wait(e!) /\ wait(e?)); 

2. (a, r); 1= A{e,e!}~ese' ,(commie) /\ wait(c!)) /\ A{e,c?Kese' ,(eomm(e) /\ wait(e?)); 

3. (a, r); 1= A cEes", comm(e, vexp,) /\ eomm(e, vexP2) -;. vexp, = vexp2. 

Furthermore, for all r' ? end(a), for all e E eset, and for all vexp, we have 

(a, r'); 1= ,wait(e!) /\ ,wait(e?) /\ ,eomm(e) /\ ,eomm(e, vexp). Thus, for all T ? begin(a), 

and for all vexp, and vexp2: 

1. (a, r); 1= A{e!,e?}!:;ese' ,(wait(e!) /\ wait(e?)); 

2. (a, r); 1= A{e,c!Kcse, ,(eomm(e) /\ wait(e!)) II A{e,c?Kcse, ,(eomm(e) /\ wait(e?)); 

3. (cr, r); 1= ACEese' eomm(e, vexp,) /\ eomm(e, vexP2) --'> vexp, = vexp2' 

Thus, by definition, (a,begin(a)); 1= 0 (MinWaiteset /\ E.?;clusioncse' /\ Unique cse,) and then 

(a, begin(a)); 1= W Fosc<' Hence, S sat W Fc,"' is indeed valid. 
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Communication Invariance 

Consider a program S and a set eset <;: DCHAN such that eset n deh(S) = p. We prove 

that S sat 0 empty(eset) is valid. Consider any a E M(S) and any environment "I. From 

Theorem 3.12, we obtain that deh(a) <;: deh(S) and then esetndeh(a) = p. Thus, by definition 

of deh(a), for all T, begin(a) S T < end(a): 

1. If e E eset then there does not exist any value 13 such that (e, 13) E a(T).eomm; 

2. If c! E eset then c!!/: a(T).eomm; 

3. If e? E eset then e? !/: a(T).eomm. 

Thus, for all T, begin(a) S T < end(a): 

1. (a,T)'""! F ,eomm(e), for all e E eset; 

2. (a, T)'""! F ,waite d), for all d E eset; 

3. (cr,T)'""! F ,wait(e?), for all e? E eset. 

Furthermore, for any c E CHAN, for all T' 2: end( a), we have 

(cr, T')"I F ,eomm(e)lI,wait(e!)II,wait(e?). Thus, for aU T 2: begin(a), (cr, T)'""! F empty(eset) 

and then (a, begin( a))'""! F 0 empty( eset). Hence, S sat 0 empty( eset) is valid. 

Variable Invariance 

Consider a program S and any program variable x such that x !/: wvar( S). We prove 

that S sat x = v --> 0 (x = v) is valid. Consider any cr E M(S) and any environment 

"I' Assume (a,begin(a))'""! F x = v. Then V(xJ'"Y(a,begin(a)) = "I(v). Using Lemma 6.1, 

a(begin(a».state(x) = £(x)(a(begin(a»).state) = V(x)7(cr,begin(cr» = "I(v). By the induc

tion on the structure of S, we can prove that, for all T, begin(a) S T S end(cr), for all 

x!/: wvar(S), cr(T).state(x) = cr(begin(a)).state(x). Thus, for all T, begin(a) S T S end(a), 

V(xJ'"Y(a,T) = a(T).state(x) = a(begin(a)).state(x) = "I(v) and then (a,Th F x = v. For 

all T' > end(cr), V(xJ'"Y(a,T') = a(end(a)).state(x) = "I(v) and then (cr,T')'""! F x = v. Hence 

(a,begin(a))'""! F 0 (x = v) a.nd (a,begin(a»)'""! F x = v --> 0 (x = v). 

Conjunction 

Consider a program S such that S sat 'PI and S sat 'P2 are valid. We prove that S sat 'PI II 'P2 

is also valid. Consider any a E M (S) and any environment "I. Since S sat 'PI is valid, we 

obtain (a, begin( a))'""! F 'Pl' Similarly, (a, begin( a))'""! F 'P2. lIenee (a, begin( a))'""! F 'PI II 'P2' 

Consequence 

Consider a program S such that S sat 'PI and 'PI --+ 'P2 are valid. We prove that S sat 'P2 

is also valid. Since S sat 'PI is valid, we obtain (a,begin(a))'""! F 'Pl. By the implication, 

(a,begin(a)h F 'P2. Thus S sat 'P2 is valid. 
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Skip 

We prove that the Skip Axiom (Axiom 5.6) is valid. Consider any a E M(skip) and any 

environment ,. Then begin(a) = end(a) and hence (a,uegin(a)), F= term = start. 

Assignment 

We prove that the Assignment Axiom (Axiom 5.7) is valid. Consider any a E M (x := e) 

and any environment ,. Assume (a,begin(a)), F= x = v. We show that (a,begin(a)), F= 
x = v U (T = term = start + 1(a A x = e[v/x]). Since a E M(x := e), we obtain that, 

for all T, begin(a) ::; T < end(a), a(T).state = a(begin(a)).state and then a(T).state(x) = 

a(begin(a)).state(x). By the assumption, V(xh(a,begin(a)) = ,(v). Thus for all T, 

beg;n(a)::; T < end(a), V(xh(a,T) = a(T).state(x) = a(begin(a)).state(x) = ,(v) and then 

(a, Th F= x = v. From the semantics, a(end(a)).state(",) = £(e)(a(begin(a)).state). 

Using Lemma 6.1, Vex h( a, end( a)) = a( end( a )).state(x) = £( e)( a(begin( a)).state) = 

V( e h( a, begin( a)). Since a(begin( a)).state(x) = ,(v), we can derive that V( eh( a, begin( all = 
V(e[v/x]h(a,begin(a)) = V(e[v/x]h(a,end(a)). Hence V(xh(a,end(a)) = 

V(e[v/x]h(a,end(a)) and then (a,end(a)h F= x = e[v/x]. Since end(a) = begin(a) + 1(., we 

obtain that (a, end( a)h F= term = st",·t + J{ a and (a, end( a)h F= T = term. Hence, 

(a,begin(a))' F= x = v U (T = tam = stm·t + 1(a A x = e[v/x]). Thus, (a, begin(a)h F= 
x = v -+ (x = v U (T = term = start + Ka A x = e[v/x])). 

Delay 

We prove that the Delay Axiom (Axiom 5.8) is valid. Consider any a E M(de\ay e) and 

any environment ,. By Lemma 6.1, £(e)(a(begin(a)).state) = V(eh(a,begin(a)). Since 

a E M(delay e), end(a) = begin(a) + £(e)(a(begin(a)).state). Hence, end(a) = begin(a) + 
V( e h( a, begin( a)) and then (a, begin( U lh F= term = start + e. 

Output 

We prove that the Output Axiom (Axiom 5.9) is valid. Consider any U E M(de) and any 

environment ,. Then, 

1. Either end(u) = 00 and a E Wait(c!), i.e., for all T 2' begin(a), U(T).comm= {e!}; 

2. Or there exist models al and a2 such that a = a"'2, al E vVait(e!), az E Send(e,e), 

a.nd end(ad < 00. Then, there exists a. T E TIME such that, end(ad = T, for 

all TI, begin(al) ::; TI < end(CTJ), UI(TI).state = al(begin(uI)).state, al(Tl)·eomm = 

{e!}, CTI(end(uI)).state = CTI(begin(aIl).state, end(az) = begin(u2) + 1(c, for all T2, 

begin(u2) ::; TZ < end(a2), CT2(T2).comm = {(e,£(e)(CT2(begin(u2)).state))}, 

U2( T2).state = U2( begin( (2) ).state, and U2( end( (2)).state = u2(begin( (2)).state. 

That is, 

1. Either end(a) = 00 and, for all T 2' begin(u), (u,Th F= wait(e!). Hence (u,begin(u)h F= 
o wait( c!); 
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2. Or, from <Y == <Y,<Yz, we can derive that there exists aTE TIME such that, for all T" 

begin(<Y) :':: T, < T, (<Y, T,)-y 1= wait(e!). Since end(<Y,) < 00, we obtain begin(<Yz) == 

end(<Ytl == T. By Lemma 6.1, for all TZ, T :':: T2 < end(<Y), t:(e)(<Y2(begin(<Y2)).state) == 

V(e)!(<Y2,begin(<Y2)) == V(eh(<Yz,T2)' Thus we have (<Y,T2h 1= comm(e,e). Since 

end( <Yz) == begin( <Yz) + ](c, we obtain end( a) == T +]{c and then (a, Th 1= T == term - [(c 

as well as (a,end(a))-y 1= T == term. Hence (a,begin(a))-y 1= wait(c!)U (T == term

N, /\ (eomm(e,e)U T == term)). 

Hence (a,begin(<Y))-y 1= wait(e!) U (T == term - Nc /\ (eomm(e,e) U T == term)). 

Input 

We prove that the Input Axiom (Axiom 5.10) is valid. Consider any <Y E M(e?x) and any 

environment "I. Assume (a,begin(<Y))-y 1= x == v. Then <Y(begin(<Y)).state(x) == "I(v). We show 

that (a,begin(a))-y 1= (x == v /\ wait(e'?)) U (T == term - 1(c /\ «x == v /\ eomm(e,last(x))) U 

T == tenn )). There are two possibilities: 

1. Either end(a) == 00 and a E Wait(e?), i.e., for all T ~ begin(<Y), a(T).eomm == {e?}, and 

a(T).state == <Y(begin(<Y)).state; 

2. Or there exist models <Y, and <Yz such that a == a, az, <Y, E W ait( e?), <Yz E Reeeive( e, x), 

and end(<Y,) < 00. Thus, there exists aTE TIME such that, end(<Y,) == T, for all 

T" begin(<Ytl :':: T, < end(<Y,), a,h).state == a,(begin(<Y,)).state, <Y,(Ttl.eomm == {e?}, 

a,(end(a,)).state == az(begin(az)).state, end(a2) == begin(az) + [(Co there exists a value 

{j E VA L such that, for all T2, begin( <Y2) :':: TZ < end( az), az( TZ ).eomm == {( e, {j)}, 

<Y2(T2).state == <Y2(begin(<Yz)).state, and <Y2(end(<Y2)).state == (<Y2(begin(a2)).state : x _ 
{j) . 

That is, 

1. Either end( a) == 00, for all T ~ begin( a), (a, T)? 1= waite e?) and (a, T)? 1= x == v. Hence, 

(<Y,begin(a))? 1= 0 (x == v /\ wait(e?)); 

2. Or, from ([ == ([,([z, we obtain begin(azl == end(u,) == T. Thus for all T" begin(a):':: T, < 
T, (U,T,)? 1= x == v/\wait(e?), for all T2, T:S TZ < end(u), (a, TZ)"I 1= x == v/\eomm(e,7?). 

Since end( az) == begin( az) + No, we obtain end( a) == T + Nc and then (a, T)-y 1= T == 

term - Nc as well as (a,end(a)h 1= T == te1·m. Hence we have (a, T)-y 1= T == term

Nc/\«x == v/\eomm(e,{j)) UT == term). From a(end(a)).state(x) == {j, by definition, we 

obtain V(last(x»)!(a,end(<Y)) == {j. We can also derive that, for all Tz,T:S TZ < end(a), 

V(last(x)h(a,Tz) == {j. Thus we have (a,T)? 1= (x == v /\ eomm(e,last(x)))U T == 

term. Therefore (a, begin( a) h 1= (x == v /\ waite e?)) U (T == te1'm - [(c /\ «x == v /\ 

eomm(e,last(x)))U T == term)). 

Hence, (a,begin(a))-y 1= x == v ~ [(x == v /\ wait(e?)) U (T == term - Nc /\ «x == v /\ 

eomm(c,last(,:))) U T == term))J. 
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Sequential Composition 

We prove that the Sequential Composition Rule (Rule 5.11) preserves validity. Assume 

51 sat 'PI and 52 sat 'P2 are valid. We show that 51; 52 sat 'PI C 'P2 is also valid. Consider any 

(J E M(51; 52) and any environment /. Then there exist (JI E M(51) and (Jz E M(52) such 

that (J = (JI a2. By definition, end(al) ~ begin( (J1)' From 51 sat 'P1 and 52 sat'P2, we obtain 

((J1,begin((J1»)f 1= 'PI and ((J2,begin((J2))f 1= 'P2' By the definition of the C operator, we can 

derive (a,begin(a1»)f 1= 'P1 C 'P2, i.e., (a,begin(a»)f 1= 'P1 C 'P2· Hence, 51; 52 sat 'PI C 'Pz is 

indeed valid. 

Guarded Command with Purely Boolean Guards 

Consider G '" [O~lb; -+ 5;]. We prove that the Guarded Command Evaluation Axiom (Ax

iom 5.12) is valid for G. Let (J E M(G) and / be any environment. There are two possibilities: 

1. Either B(,bG)(a(begin(a)).state) and a E M(delay Kg); 

2. Or there exists a k, 1 :S k :S n, such that B(bk)(a(begin(a».state) and 

a E M(delay Kg; 5k). 

That is, 

1. Either, from B( ,bG)( a(begin( a)).state), by Lemma 6.2, (a, begin( (J»)f 1= ,bG. Since 

a E M(delay Kg), end((J) = begin(a) +](g and then (a,begin((J))f 1= term = start + 

](g. Hence, ((J,begin(a))f 1= ,bG ---7 term = start + ](g. Assume ((J,begin((J»)f 1= 
I\YEva.,(G) y = vY· From the semantics, for all TI, begin(a):S TI :S end((J), (J(TI).state = 

a(begin(a)).state and then (a, TI)f 1= I\YEva,(G) Y = vy. Also, for all TZ, begin(a):S TZ < 
end( a), a( Tz).comm = ¢. Thus, 

• for all c! E dch( G), c! ~ a( T2).comm; 

• for all c? E dch( G), c? ~ (J( T2).comm; 

• for a.1l c E dch( G), there does not exist any value ti such that (c, ti) E (J( Tz).comm. 

Then (a, Tz)f 1= I\c!Edch(G) ,wait(c!) 1\ /\'?Edch(G) ,wait(c?) 1\ /\,Ed,h(G) ,comm(c), 

i.e. (a,Tz)f 1= empty(dch(G)). We can also derive that (a,end(a»)f 1= T = start + ](g. 

Hence, (a, begin(a))f 1= (/\YEva,(G) Y = Vy 1\ empty(dch(G))) U (T = start + ](g 1\ 

I\YEva,(G) Y = vy). Thus, (a, begin( a))f 1= Quiet U (T = start +](g 1\ I\YEva,(G) Y = vy). 

Hence, (a, begin(a))f 1= I\YEva,(G) Y = vY --t (Quiet U (T = start +](g 1\ I\YEvar(G) Y = 

vy)) 1\ (,bG ---7 term = start + ](g); 

2. Or, by B(bk)((J(begin((J)).state), we obtain B(bG)(a(begin(a»).state) and then 

(a,begin(a))f 1= bG· Then (a,begin(a»)f 1= ,bG --t term = start + ](g. Since 

a E M(delay ](g; 5k), there exist models al E M(delay Kg) and az E M(5k) such that 

a = ala2. From al E M(delay ](g), we can obtain the same result as previous case, i.e. 

(a/,begin(al))f 1= I\YEvar(G) Y = vY ---7 (Quiet U (T = start +](g 1\ l\yEvar(G) Y = vy)). 

Thus, (a,begin(a»)f 1= /\YEvar(G) Y = vY --t (Qu·;e! U (T = stm·t + Hg 1\ /\YEvar(G) Y = 

vy)) 1\ (,bG -+ term = start + Kg). 
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Hence, we can conclude that the Guarded Command Evaluation Axiom is indeed valid for 

G == [O~lbi -; S;]. 

Now we prove that the Guarded Command with Purely Boolean Guards Rule (Rule 5.13) 

preserves validity. Assume Si sat 'Pi are valid, i = 1,2, ... ,n. Consider any a E M(G) and 

any environment " Then, 

1. If B(~ba)(a(begin(a)).state), (a, begin(a»)-y F ~ba and then (a, begin(a»)-y F ba -> 

(term = start + Kg) C (V~I bi /I 'Pi); 

2. If B(bk)(a(begin(a)).state), B(ba)(a(begin(a».state) and then (a,begin(a»)-y F ba. 

Since a E M(delay Kg;Sk), there exist models al E M(delay Kg) and az E M(Sk) 

such that a = alaz. Thus end(ad = begin(al) + Kg and hence (al,begin(al»)-y F 
term = start + Kg. From the assumption, Si sat 'Pi are valid, i = 1,2, ... , n. Since 

U2 E M(Sk!, (uz,begin(u2»)-y F 'Pk. From B(bk)(u(begin(u».state), we obtain 

B(bk)( u2(begin( az)).state) and then (U2, begin(uz»)-y F bk. Thus (az, begin( (2»)-Y F 
bk /I 'Pk and hence (uz,begin(u2»)-y F Vi=l(bi /I 'Pi). Since end(uI) ~ begin(ad, by the 

definition of the C operator, (u,begin(uI»)-y F (term = start + Kg) C Vi=l(bi /I 'Pi), 

i.e., (u,begin(a»)-y F (term = start + Kg) C V~I(bi /I 'Pi). Thus 

(u,begin(u»)-y F ba -; (term = start + Kg) C Vi=l(b i /I 'Pi). 

Then we can conclude that the Rule 5.13 preserves validity. 

Guarded Command with lO-guards 

Now we consider G == [07=lbi; Ci?Xi -; Si 0 b; delay e -; SJ. We first prove that the Guarded 

Command Evaluation Axiom (Axiom 5.12) is also valid for G. Let a E M(G) and I be any 

environment. There are four possibilities: 

1. B(~ba)(u(begin(a».state) and u E M(delay Kg); 

2. Or u E SEQ(M(delay Kg), BoundWait(G), Comm(G»; 

3. Or u E SEQ(M(delay Kg),TimeOut(G),M(S»; 

4. Or u E SEQ(M(delay Kg), AnyWait(G),Comm(G». 

Following the proof of Axiom 5.12 for the case G == [O;'=lbi -; Si], we can conclude that the 

Axiom 5.12 is also valid for G == [O~I bi; Ci?Xi -; Si 0 b; delay e -> SJ. 

Next we prove that the Guarded Command with 10-guards Rule (Rule 5.14) preserves validity. 

Assume Ci? Xi; Si sat 'Pi, i = 1,2, ... , nand S sat 'P are valid. Then, 

1. If B(.ba)(u(begin(u».state), then (a,begin(u»)-y F ~ba. Thus 

(u,begin(u»)-y F AyEvar(aj Y = Vy /I ba -; Eval C (Comm V TimeOut); 

2. If u E SEQ(M(delay Kg), BoundWait(G),Comm(G», there exist models 

UI E M(delay Kg), U2 E BoundWait(G), and U3 E Comm(G) such that a = aWZa3. 

From al E M( delay Kg), end( al) == begin( UI)+](g and then (u!, begin(aJ»)-y F term = 
start + Kg, i.e., (al,begin(ul»)-y F Eval. 

From a2 E BoundWait(G), we obtain end(uz) < begin(az) + [(e)(az(begin(a2».state), 
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B(b)(a2(begin(a2)).state), for all T2, begin(a2) :S T2 < end(a2)' a2(T2).state = 

a2(begin(a2)).state, a2(T2).eomm = {ei? I B(bi)(a2(begin(a2)).state),1:S i:S n}, and 

a2( end( (2)).state = a2(begin( (2)).state. Assume (a, begin( a))-y 1= I\YEvar(G) y = vy, 

Then (a2,begin(a2))-y 1= I\YEvar(G) Y = vY· For all T~, begin(a2) :S T~ :S end(a2), 

(a2, T~)-y 1= I\YEvar(G) Y = vY· For all T2, begin(a2) :S T2 < end(a2), we can derive 

that ei? E aZ(Tz).eomm iff B(bi)(az(begin(az)).state), for all i, 1 :S i :S n. Then 

("2,T2)-y 1= wait(ci?) iff (az,begin(a2))-y 1= bi iff (a2,T2)-Y 1= bi. Thus (a2,T2)-Y 1= 
I\~, bi +-+ waite Ci ?). Since a E M( G), by Theorem 3.12, a is well-formed. By the defini

tion of well-formedness, we can obtain (a2, T2)-Y 1= empty(dch( G) - {c,?, . .. , cn?}). From 

end(a2) < begin(a2) + [(e)(a2(begin(u2)).state), for all T~, begin(a2) ::; T~ :S end(a2), 

(a2, T~)-y 1= T < start + e. From B(b)(a2(begin(a2)).state), we have (U2, T~)-y 1= b 

and then (a, begin(a))-y 1= bG. Thus (a2, T~)-y 1= b -> T < start + e. It is ob

vious that (a2,end(a2))-y 1= T = term. Hence (a2,begin(a2»)-y 1= (I\YEvar(G) Y = 

vY fI empty( dch( G) - {c,?, . .. , cn?}) fI M=, (bi +-+ wait(ci?)) fI (b -> T < start + ell U 

(I\YEvar(G) Y = vY fiT = termfl (b -> T < start + e)). Then we obtain (a2, begin(a2))-y 1= 
Wait U InTime. 

From a3 E Comm(G), there exists a k, 1:S k :S n, such that B(bk)(a3(begin(a3)).state) 

and a3 E SEQ(Receive(Ck, Xk), M(Sk)). Then (a3, begin(a3))-y 1= bk, 

a3 E M(ck?xk;Sk), and (a3,begin(a3))-y 1= comm(ek). By the assumption, 

Ok ?Xk; Sk sat <.pk is valid. Thus (a3, begin( (3))-Y 1= <.pk and then (a3, begin( (3))-Y 1= 
bk fI <.pk fI eomm(ck). Hence (a3,begin(a3)); 1= Vi=l(bi fI <.pi fI comm(ei)). 

Then (a2a3,begin(a2))-Y 1= (Wait U InTime) C I\~,(bi fI <.pi fI comm(ei)), i.e., 

(a2a3, begin(a2))-y 1= Comm. By u = 0',0'20'3, (0', begin(a))-y 1= Eval C Comm. 

Hence (a, begin(u))-y 1= I\YEvar(G) Y = vY fI bG -> Eval C Comm; 

3. If 0' E SEQ(M( delay Kg), TimeOut( G), M(S)), there exist models al E M( delay Kg), 

a2 E TimeOut(G), and a3 E M(S) such that a = ala2a3. 0', E M(delay Kg) implies 

(a"begin(aIl)-Y 1= Eval. 

a2 E TimeOut(G) implies B(b)( u2(begin( (2)).·state) and then (a2, begin(a2))-y 1= b. 

Hence (a,begin(a))-y 1= bG. Since [(e)(a2(begin(u2)).state) = [(e)(u2(end(u2)).state) = 

V(e);(u2,end(u2)), we have end(u2) = begin(u2)+[(e)(u2(begin(u2)).state) = begin(u2) 

+V(e)-y(u2,end(u2)) and then (u2,end(a2)); 1= T = start+e. Assume (u,begin(u))-y 1= 
I\YEvar(G) Y = vY· We can also derive that, for all T2, begin(u2) :S T2 < end(u2), 

(a2, T2)-Y 1= empty(dch(G)-{e,?, ... , en?})fll\~,(bi +-+ wait(ei?)) fI (b -> T < start+e), 

for aU T~, begin(u2):S T~:S end(uz), (U2,T~)-y 1= l\yEvar(G)Y = vy, (UZ,T~)-y 1= b, and 

(uz,end(uz))-y 1= T = tam = start + e. Hence, (az,begin(uz))-y 1= Wait U EndTime. 

Since S sat <.p is valid, (u3,begin(u3))-y 1= <.p. 

Thus (u2u3,begin(u2))-y 1= (Wait U EndTime) C <.p, i.e., 

(uzu3,begin(uz))-y 1= TimeOut. By 0' = U,UZU3, (u,begin(u))-y 1= Eval C TimeOut. 

Hence (0', begin(a))-y 1= I\YEvar(G) Y = vY fI bG -> (Eval C TimeOut); 
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4. If a E SEQ(M(delay Kg), AnyWait(G), Comm(G)), there exist models 

a1 E M(delay Kg), a2 E AnyWait(G), and a3 E Comm(G) such that a = ala2a3. 

al E M(delay Kg) implies (al,begin(al))-y 1= Eva!. 

a2 E AnyWait( G) implies B(,b)( a2(begin( (2)).state) and then (a2, begin( (2))-Y 1= ,b. 

Thus (a2, begin(a2))' 1= b -+ T < start + e. From the semantics, we can also obtain 

B(bG)(a2(begin(a2)).state) and then (a2,begin(a2))-y 1= bG, i.e., (a,begin(a))-y 1= bG. 

Assume (a, begin(a))! 1= AyEva,(G) Y = vy. Similarly as previous case, we can derive 

that, for all T2, begin( (2) s: T2 < end( (2), (a2, T2)! 1= empty( dch( G) - {CI?' ... , cn ?}) II 

A'i=I(bi t-+ wait(ci?)), for all T~, begin(a2) s: T~ s: end(a2)' (a2, T~)-y 1= AyEva,(G) Y = 

Vy II (b -+ T < start + e), and (a2,end(a2))-Y 1= T = term. If end(a2) = 00, 

(a2,begin(a2))-y 1= 0 Wait. If end(a2) < 00, (a2,begin(a2))! 1= Wait U InTi me. 

Hence, (a2,begin(a2))! 1= Wait U InTime. 

a3 E Comm(G) implies (a3,begin(a3))! 1= Vi=1 (bi II 'Pi II comm(ci)). 

Thus (a2a3,begin(a2))-y 1= (Wait U InTime) C Ai=l(bi II 'Pi II comm(c;)), i.e., 

(a2a3, begin(a2))-y 1= Comm. By a = ala2a3, (a, begin(a))! 1= Eva! C Comm. 

Hence (a,begin(a)), 1= AyEva,(G) Y = Vy II bG -+ (Eva! C Comm). 

Therefore, the Guarded Command with IO-guards Rule (Rule 5.14) preserves validity. 

Iteration 

We prove that the Iteration Rule (Rule 5.15) preserves validity. Assume G sat 'P is valid. We 

prove that *G sat (bG II 'P) C* (,bG II 'P) is also valid. Consider any a E M(*G) and any 

environment ,. There are two possibilities: 

1. Either there exist a k E iN, k 2: 1, and models aI, a2, ... , ak such that a = 

ala2 ... ak, for all i, 1 s: i s: k, ai E M(G), for all j, 1 s: j s: k - 1, end(aj) < 00, 

B(bG)(aj(begin(aj)).state), and either end(ak) = 00 and B(bG)(ak(begin(ak)).state) or 

B( ,bG)( ak(begin( ak)) .state); 

2. Or there exist an infinite sequence of models a], a2, ... such that a = ala2 ... , for all 

i 2: 1, ai E M(G), end(ai) < 00, and B(bG)(ai(begin(ai)).state). 

Since G sat 'P is valid, we obtain (ai,begin(ai))' 1= 'P, for all ai E M(G). Then, 

1. Either there exist a k E IN, k 2: 1, and models a" a2, ... , ak such that a = 
0"1a2 .. ·ak, for all j, 1 s: j s: k - 1, (aj,begin(aj))! 1= 'P, end(aj) < 00. From 

B(bG)(aj)(begin(aj)).state), by Lemma 6.2, (aj,begin(aj))-y 1= bG. Then 

(aj, begin(aj)), 1= bG II 'P. If end(ak) = 00, from B(bG)(ak(begin(ak)).state), we obtain 

(ak,begin(akl)! 1= bG. By (ak,begin(ak))' 1= 'P, (ak,begin(ak))! 1= bG II 'P. If end(ak) 

< 00, from B( ,bG)( ak(begin( ak)).state), we can derive (ak, begin( ak))! 1= ,bG and 

hence (ak,begin(ak))' 1= ,bG II 'P; 

2. Or there exist an infinite sequence of models a], a2, ... such that a = ala2 ... , for all 

i 2: 1, (ai, begin( ail)! 1= 'P, end( ail < 00, and (ai, begin( ai)), 1= bG. Thus, for all i 2: 1, 

(ai,begin(ai))! 1= bG II 'P. 

By the definition of the C* operator, (a, begin( a))! 1= (bG II 'P) C* (,bG II 'P). 
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Parallel Composition 

We prove the soundness of the General Parallel Composition Rule. Then the soundness of the 

Simple Parallel Composition Rule follows directly. Assume S, sat 'P" S2 sat 'P2, 

'I/J, == inv(var(S2» /I. 0 empty(deh(S2»' 'l/J2 == inv(var(S,» /I. 0 empty(deh(S,», 

deh('Pd <;; deh(S,), deh('P2) <;; deh(S2)' var('P') <;; var(S,), and var('P2) <;; var(S2). We show 

the validity of S,IIS2 sat ('P, /I. ('P2 C 'I/J,)) V ('P2 /I. ('P, C 'l/J2». 
Consider any a E M(S,IIS2) and any environment ,. Then deh(a) <;; deh(Sd U deh(S2), 

and for i E {1,2}, there exist ai E M(Si) such that begin(a) = begin(a,) = begin(a2)' 

end( a) = maxi end( a,), end( (72)). Suppose end( a,) 2: end( (72). Then end( a) = end(ad. We 

prove (a, begin( a»), F= 'P, /I. ('P2 C 'l/Jd . 

• First we prove (a,begin(a»)' F= 'P,. From the semantics, we have that, for all T" 

begin(a,) ~ T, < end(a,), [a r var(S')]dch(S')h).comm = a,(Td.eomm, for all T;, 

begin(a,) ~ T; ~ end(a,), [a T var(S')]dch(S,)(T!).state = a,(T!).state. Since begin([a i 
var(S')]dch(S,» = begin(a) = begin(a,), end([a r va1'(S')]dch(S,») = end(a) = end(a,), 

we can obtain [a r var(S')]dch(Sl) = a,. Since a, E M(S,) and S, sat 'P" we have 

([a T var(S')]dch(s,),begin(a»), F= 'P,. Since dch('Pd <;; dch(S,) and var('P,) <;; var(S,), 

Lemma 6.9 and Lemma 6.10 lead to (a, begin(a»), F= 'P, . 

• Next we prove (a,begin(a»), F= 'P2 C 'I/J,. 

- If end(a2) = 00, then end(ad = 00 and end(a2) = end(a) = 00. Similarly as 

the proof above, we can also derive that [a T var(S2)]dch(S,) = 172. From 172 E 

M(S2) and S2 sat 'P2, we obtain ([a T var(S2)]dch(S,),begin(a»), F= 'P2' Since 

deh('P2) <;; deh(S2) and var('P2) <;; var(S2), Lemma 6.9 and Lemma 6.10 lead to 

(a, begin( a»), F= 'P2' From,p, == inv( var(S2))/l.O empty( deh(S2», we can easily find 

a model which satisfies ,pl. Let a' be such a model that (a', begin( a'»), F= ,pl' By 

the definition of C operator, (1717', begin( a»), F= 'P2C'I/J" i.e., (a, begin( a»), F= 'P2C,p,; 

If end(az) < 00, from S2 sat 'P2 and 172 E M(S2), we obtain (172, begin(a2»), F= 'P2. 

We define a model 173 such that begin(a3) = end(a2), end(a3) = end(a), for all 

T" begin(a3) ~ T, < end(a3), a3(Tt).eomm = ah).eomm, for all T!, begin(a3) ~ 

T; ~ end(a3)' for all x E VAR, if x E var(S,), a3(T{).state(x) = a(TD.state(x), if 

x rt var(Sz), a3(TD.state(x) = a(end(az)).state(x). From the semantics, for all Ti, 

end(a2) ~ T; ~ end(a), for all x E var(Sz), a(T{).state(x) = az(end(az).state(x). 

Thus for all T!, begin(a3) ~ T; ~ end(a3), a3(T!).state(x) = a2(end(a2».state(x). 

Furthermore, for all 72 > end(a3), V(xlf(a3,72) = a3(end(a3)).state(x). Hence 

(a3,begin(a3»), F= inv(var(Sz))· Again from the semantics, for all T" end(az) ~ 

T, < end(a), [a]dch(S,)(Tt).eomm = ¢. Thus for all T" begin(a3) ~ 7, < end(a3), 

[a3]dch(S,)(T,).comm = ¢. Then (173,7,), F= empty(deh(S2))' By definition, for 

all 72 2: end(a3), (173,72), F= empty(deh(S2))' Thus we have (a3,begin(a3)), F= 
Oempty(dch(S2»' Then (a3,begin(a3»), F= inv(var(S2))/I. Oempty(deh(52)), i.e. 

(173, begin(a3)), F= ,pl. By the definition of C operator, we obtain 
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(a2a3,begin(a2)h F= 'P2C1/;,. By definitions, we can also derive [a i var(S2)ldch(s,l 

= a2 a3· Thus ([a r var(S2)]dch(S,l,begin(a2)h F= 'P2C1/;,. Since dch('P2) ~ dch(S2) 

and var('P2) ~ var(S2), we have dch('P2C1/;,) ~ dch(S2) and var('P2C1/;,) ~ var(S2)' 

Then Lemma 6.9 and Lemma 6.10 lead to (a,begin(u)h F= 'P2C..p\. 

Therefore we have proved (a, begin( a)h F= 'P, A ('P2 C 1/;,). 

Similarly, for end(a,) :<:: end(u2), we can show (a,begin(a)h F= 'P2 A ('P' C 1/;2)' Hence the 

General Parallel Composition Rule is sound. 
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Appendix C 

Preciseness Proof 

To prove Theorem 6.16 we show that for every program S we can prove S sat 'P where 'P is 

precise for S. To show that an assertion 'P is precise for a program S, we have to prove 

1. S sat 'P, i.e. (a,begin(a)h 1= 'P for all a E M(S) and any environment 1'; 

2. If a is a well-formed model, dch(a) <;; dch(S), for any program variable x ~ wvar(S), 

x is invariant with respect to a, and (a, begin( a)h 1= 'P for any environment 1', then 

a E M(S); and 

3. dch( 'P) = dch( S) and var( 'P) = var( S). 

By induction on the structure of S, we show that, for every program S, S sat <p with <p 

precise for S. 

Skip 

By the Skip Axiom, skip sat term = start. We show that the assertion term = start is precise 

for statement skip. From the Soundness Theorem 6.3, skip sat term = start is valid. Let l' 

be any environment. Consider a well-formed model a such that (a,begin(a)h 1= term = start. 

Then end(a) = begin(a), and hence a E M(skip). We also have dch(term = start) = " = 
dch(skip) and var(term = start) =" = var(skip). Hence term = start is precise for skip. 

Assignment 

Let <p == x = v ....., (x = v U (T = term = start + 1(a A x = e[v/x])). By the Assign

ment Axiom, x := e sat <po We show that <p is a precise specification for x := e. By the 

Soundness Theorem 6.3, x := e sat <p is valid. Consider a well-formed model a such that 

dch( a) <;; dch( x := e) and every program variable y ~ wvar( x := e) is invariant with re

spect to a. Thus dch(a) = 0, for all 71, begin(a) :::: 71 < end(a), a(71).comm = ¢, and 

for every program variable y oj x, for all 72, begin(a) :::: 72 :::: end(a), a(72).state(y) = 

a(begin(a)).state(y). Let l' be such an environment that 1'(v) = a(begin(a)).state(x). Thus 

we have (a,begin(a))1' 1= x = v. Assume (a,begin(a))1' 1= <po Then we obtain (a,begin(a))1' 1= 
x = v U (T = term = start + 1(a A x = e[v/x]). Then end(a) = begin(a) + 1(a and 

for all 71, begin( a) :::: 71 < end( a), a( 7tl.state( x) = a(begin( a) ).state( x). Furthermore, 

a(end(a)).state(x) = V(e[v/xlh(a,end(O")) = V(e[v/xlh(O",begin(a)) = V(eh(a,begin(a)) = 

E(e)a(begin(a)).state. Thus, for all 71, begin(a) :::: 71 < end(a), a(rJ).state = 

a(begin(a)).state, a(end(a)).state = (O"(begin(a)).state: x >-+ E(e)a(begin(O")).state). Hence 

a E M(x := e). It is obvious that dch(<p) = " = dch(x := e) and var(<p) = {x} U var(e) 

= var( x := e). Hence <p is a precise specification for x := e. 
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Delay 

Let 'P '" term = start + e. By the Delay Axiom, delay e sat 'P. We show that 'P is a 

precise specification for delay e. By the Soundness Theorem 6.3, delay e sat <p is valid. 

Consider a well-formed model a such that dch(a) <;; deh(delay e) and every program variable 

y ~ wvar(delay e) is invariant with respect to a. Thus dch(a) = 0, for all rl, begin(a) :<::: 

rl < end(a), a(rJ).comm = 0, and for every program variable y, for all rz, begin(a) :<::: rz :<::: 

end(a), a(rz).state(y) = a(begin(cr)).state(y). Then a(rz).state = a(begin(a)).state. Let 

, be an arbitrary environment. Assume (a,begin(crl)' po <p. Thus end(a) = begin(cr) + 
V(eJi(a,begin(a») = begin(cr) + E(e)a(begin(a).state. lIenee a E M(delay e). Finally, it is 

obvious that deh('P) = 0 = dch(delay e) and var(<p) = var(e) = var(delay e). Therefore <p is 

a precise specification for delay e. 

Output 

Let 'P '" wait(c!) U (T = term - K, A (comm(e, e) U T = term)). By the Output Axiom, 

c!e sat 'P. We show that 'P is precise for e!e. By the Soundness Theorem 6.3, c!e sat 'P is 

valid. Consider a well-formed model a such that dch( a) <;; dch( c!e) and every program variable 

y ~ wvar( c!e) is invariant with respect to a. Then deh( a) <;; {c, e!} and for every program 

variable y, for all r, begin(a) :<::: r s: end(a), a(r).state(y) = cr(begin(cr)).state(y). Hence 

a(T).st(Lte'" cr(begin(a)).state. Let, be any environment. Assume (a,begin(a)), po 'P. Then 

there are two possibilities: 

• Either (a, begin(cr)), po 0 wait(c!); 
• Or (a,begin(a)), po wait(c!)U (T = term - He A (comm(c,e)U T '" term)). 

That is, 

• Either for all r ? begin(a), (a, T), po wait(e!). Then begin(a) s: T < end(o) and 

hence end( a) = 00. By definition, for all T ? begin(a), c! E o( T ).comm. Since a 

is a. well-formed model, for any value fJ E VAL and any T, begin(a) s: r < end(cr), 

~(e! E a(r).commA (c,fJ) E o(r).comm) is valid. Then a(T).comm '" {c!}. Together 

with o(r).state '" a(begin(cr)).state, we obtain a E M(c!e); 

• Or there exists a r ? begin(a), T E TIME, such that, for all TI, begin(cr) :<::: TI < r, 

(a,T}), po wait(c!) and (a,T), po T = term - He A (comm(c,e)U T '" term). We split 

a as two models a} and az such that cr '" alcr2 with end(crl) == T. Thus begin(crz) = 
end(a}) = T. Then we obtain that, for all TI, begin(crIl s: T} < end(a}), al(T}).comm = 
{c!}. Together with cr(T).state = a(begin(cr)).state, for all T, begin(cr) $ T $ end(cr), we 

obtain a} E Wait(c!). From (a, T), po T = term - 1(" we obtain T = end(cr) - J(, and 

then end(az) = T + 1(, = begin(az) + Kc. From (cr,r), po comm(c,e)U T = term, we 

can derive that, for all rz, begin(u2) $ TZ < end(uz), (c, V(el!(uz,.z)) E crZ(TZ)·comm. 

By the well-formedness of a and the invariance of program variables, uz( Tz).comm = 

{(c, V(eJi(a2,begin(uz))} = {(c,[(e)azlbegin(uz).state)}. Together with a(T).state = 

u(begin(u».state, for all T, begin(o-) s: T:S end(o-), we obtain o-z E Send(c, e) and hence 

aEM(c!e). 
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It is easy to see that deh(cp) = {e, c!} = deh(e!e) and var(cp) = var(e) = var(c!e). Therefore cp 

is precise for cleo 

Input 

Let cp '" x = v --+ [(x = v II wait(e?)) U (T = term - J(c II «x = v II eomm(e,last(x))) U T = 

term))]. By the Input Axiom, e?x sat cp. We show that cp is precise for e?x. From the 

Soundness Theorem 6.3, e?x sat cp is valid. Consider a well-formed model a such that 

deh(a) <;: dch(c?x) and every program variable y ~ wvar(e?x) is invariant with respect to a. 

Then deh(a) <;: {e,e?} and, for all T, begin(a):::: T:::: end(a), for any program variable y;j x, 

a(T).state(y) = a(begin(a)).state(y). Let, be such that ,(v) = a(begin(a)).state(x). Then 

we have (a, begin( a)}! 1= x = v. Assume (a, begin( a)}! 1= cp. Thus we obtain (a, begin(a)}! 1= 
(x = v II wait(c?)) U (T = term - 1(, II «x = v II comm( c, last(x))) U T = term)). There are 

two possibilities: 

• Either (a, begin( a) h 1= 0 (x = v II waite e?)); 

• Or (a, begin( a)h 1= (x = v II waite e?)) U [T = teTm - J(, II «x = v II eomm( e, last(x ))) 

U T = te1·m)]. 

That is, 

• Either end(a) = 00, for all T 2': begin(a), a(T).state(x) = a(begin(a)).state(x), and 

e? E a( T ).eomm. From the invariance of program variables different from x and the well

formed ness of a, we obtain that, for all T 2': begin(a), a(T).state = a(begin(a)).state and 

a(T).eomm= {e?}. Hence a E M(e?x); 

• Or there exists aT;:: begin(a), T E TIME, such that, for all T" begin(a) :::: T, < T, 

(a,T,)! 1= x = vllwait(e!) and (a,T)! 1= T = term-J(,II«x = vII eomm(e,last(x))) U 

T = te1·m). We split a as two models a, and 172 such that a = 17,172 with end(a,) = T. 

Then begin(a2) = end(a,) = T. We can obtain that, for all T" begin(aJ) :::: T, < 
end(a,), a,(T,).state = a,(begin(a,)).state, a,(T,).comm = {c?}. From (a,Tlf 1= 
T = term - ](c, we have T = end(a) - 1(, and thus end(a2) = begin(a21 + ](,. 
We can also derive that, for all T2, begin(a2) :::: T2 < end(a2), (172, T2)! 1= x = v II 

comm( c, taste x)). Together with the invariance of program variables different from x, we 

then have a2(T2).state = a2(begin(a2)).state. Since 17= 17,172 and a,(end(a,l).state(x) = 

a2(begin(a2)).state(x) = ,(v), we obatin that a,(end(a,)).state = a,(begin(a,)).state, 

Thus a, E Wait(e?). By definition, V(last(x)h(a2,T2) = a2(end(a2)).state(x). Let 

1J = a2(end(a2)).state(x). Hence by the well-formedness of a, we obtain that, for all 

T2, begin(a2) :::: T2 < end(a2)' a2(T2).eomm = {(e,19)}. Furthermore, we also have 

a2(end(a2)).state = (a2(begin(a2)).state : x >-+ 1J). Hence 172 E Receive(e,x) and then 

a E M(e?x). 

It is obvious that deh(cp) = {e,e?} = dch(e?x) and var(cp) = {x} = va1·(c?x). Hence cp is 

precise for c? x. 
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[i\YEuar(G) Y = Vy -> (Quiet U (T = start + Kg 1\ i\YEuar(G) y = vy» 1\ (,bG -> term = 

staTt + Kg)] 1\ [bG -> (term = start + Kg) C Vi=l(b i 1\ 'Pi 1\ 0 empty(deh(G) - deh(S;» 1\ 

inv(wvar(G) - wvar(Si)))]. 

We prove that 'P is precise for G. By the Soundness Theorem 6.3, G sat 'P is valid. Consider 

a well-formed model a such that deh(a) <;; deh(G) and any program variable y rf: wvar(G) is 

invariant with respect to a. Let, be such an environment that, for all logical variables vy where 

y E var(G), leVy) = a(begin(a».state(y). Then we have (a,begin(a»), 1= i\YEvar(G) Y = vy. 

Assume (a,begin(a»), 1= 'P. Then (a,begin(a»)' 1= (Quiet U (T = start+K91\i\YEvar(G) y = 
vy» 1\ (,bG -+ term = start + Kg). Thus, there exists a TI :::: begin( a) such that for all Ti, 

begin(a) :; T{ < T" (a,T{), 1= Quiet and (a,TI)' 1= T = start + Kg 1\ i\yEvar(G) Y = vy • 

That is, (a, Ti)' 1= i\YEvar(G) Y = Vy 1\ empty(deh(G» and 1'1 = begin(a) + Kg. Hence, for any 

y E var(G), for all 1'2, begin(a) :; 1'2 :; 1'J, a(1'2).state(y) = a(begin(a».state(y). Together 

with the invariance of variables y rf: wvar(G), we obtain a(1'2).state = a(begin(a)).state. Since 

deh(a) <;; deh(G) and (a,Ti), 1= empty(deh(G», we obtain a(1'{).eomm =~, for begin(a):; 

1'{ < 1'1' Next consider the validity of bG. There are two possibilities: 

• If (a,begin(a»), 1= ,bG, Lemma 6.2 imples B(,bG)(a(begin(a».state). By the assump

tion, (a,begin(a»)' 1= term = start + Kg and hence end(a) = begin(O") + Kg. Thus, 

end(a) = 1'1 = begin(a) + Kg and then 0" E M(delay Kg); 

• If (a, begin( a»), 1= bG, then (0", begin( 0") h 1= (term = start + Kg) C Vi=1 (bi 1\ 'Pil\ 

o empty( deh( G) - deh( Sill 1\ inv( wvar(G) - wvar(Si»). By definition of the C operator, 

there exist models a, and a2 such that a = O"JO"2, (aJ, begin( 0"1»), 1= term = start + Kg, 

and (az, begin(a2»), 1= Vi=l(bi 1\ 'Pi 1\ 0 empty(deh(G) - deh(S;» 1\ inv(wvar(G) -

wvar(S;)). Thus end(a,) = begin(a,l + Kg. From begin(a) = begin(a,), we ob

tain a, E M(delay Kg). Since end(O"I) < 00, by the definition of a,a2, we have 

end( a, 1 = begin( (2) and a, (end( 0"1) ).state = a2(begin( (2) ).state. Furthermore, there 

must exist a k, 1 :; k :; n, such that (a2, begin( (2»), 1= bk 1\ 'Pk 1\ 0 empty( deh( G) -

deh(Sk)) 1\ inv(wvar(G) - WVU1·(Sk). From (a2,begin(a2»)' 1= bk, by Lemma 6.2, 

B(bk)( a2(begin( 0"2»).stute). From (a2, begin( (2»), 1= inv( wvar( G) - wvar(Sk», every 

program variable x E wvar(G) - wvar(Sk) is invariant with respect to 0"2. By the as

sumption, any program variable y rf: wvar(G) is invariant with respect to a. Thus, any 

program variable z rf: wvar(Sk) is invariant with respect to az. From (az, begin(az»), 1= 
o empty(deh(G) - deh(Sk», Lemma 6.11 leads to [a2]doh(G)Udch(Sk) = [az]doh(Sk)' Since 

deh(G) U deh(Sk) = deh(G), we obtain [az]doh(G) = [O"Z]doh(Sk)' From 0" = aJO"z and 

deh(a) <;; lieh(G), we can derive deh(a2) <;; deh(G). By Lemma 6.4, it implies az = 

[az]dch(G) and then a2 = [az]doh(S.)' By the Lemma 6.4 again, we obtain deh(O"z) <;; 
deh(Sk). Since a is a well-formed model, a, and a2 are also well-formed. Together with 

(az,begin(az))' 1= 'Pk and the preciseness of 'Pk for Sk, az E M(Sk)' Bya = aJO"z and 

a, E M(delay Kg), we obtain B(bk)(a(begin(a)).state). By the definition of SEQ, we 

have a E M(delay Kg; Sk). 
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Both cases lead to (J E M ([ 0 7=, bi -> Sil)o It is obvious tbat dch( 'P) = deh( G) and var( 'P) = 
var( G). Hence 'P is precise for [07=, bi -> S;]. 

Guarded Command with lO-guards 

Consider G == [O~, bi; Ci?Xi -> Si 0 b; delay e -> S]. By the induction hypothesis, we can 

derive Ci?Xii Si sat 'Pi where 'Pi is precise for Ci?Xi; Si. By the Communication Invariance 

Axiom, the Variable lnvariance Axiom, and the Conjunction Rule, we obtain Ci?Xi; Si sat 'P; 1\ 

o empty(deh(G) - dch(e;?x;; Sill 1\ inv(wvar(G) - wvar(ei?x;; S;». Similarly, we can derive 

S sat 'P 1\ 0 empty( dch( G) - deh( S» 1\ inv( wvar( G) - wvar( S» where 'P is precise for S. By 

the Guarded Command Evaluation Axiom, the Guarded Command with IO-guards Rnle, the 

Conjunction Rule, and the Consequence Rule, we obtain G sat ,p with 

,p == !\yEVUT(G) Y = Vy -> [(Quiet U (T = start + Kg A !\YEvur(G) Y = vy»A 

(,bG -> term = start + K9 )]A [bG -> (Eval C (NComm V NTimeOut»] 

where 

NComm == (Wait U InTime)C,p" 

with 

NTimeOut == (Wait U EndTime) C 1/12 

,p, == Vi'=,[bi A 'Pi A comm(e;) AD empty(deh(G) - deh(ei?xi; Sill A 

inv(wvar(G) - WVar(ei?Xi; Si»] 

,p2 == 'P AD empty(deh(G) - deh(S» A inv(wvar(G) - wvar(S». 

We prove that 1/1 is precise for G. From the Soundness Theorem 6.3, G sat ,p is valid. Consider 

a well-formed model (J such that dch«(J) <;:; dch(G) and any program variable y ~ wvar(G) is 

invariant with respect to (J. Let '"I be sucb an environment that, for all logical variables Vy where 

y E var(G), '"I(Vy) = a(begin(a».state(y). Then we have (u,begin(u»)? F !\yEvur(G) y = vy. 

Assume «(J, begin(u»)? 1= ,p. We prove that (J E M(G). Similarly as the preciseness proof for 

G == [07=,bi -> S;], we can derive that, for all T" begin«(J):O: T, :0: begin«(J) +K9 , (J(r,).state = 

(J(begin«(J».state and, for all T{, begin(u) :0: T{ < begin«(J) + K 9, (J(rD.eomm = 0. Next 

consider the validity of bG. There are two possibilities: 

• If «(J, begin( (J»)? 1= ,bG, Lemma 6.2 leads to B( ,bG)( (J(begin( (J) ).state). By assumption, 

«(J, begin( u»)? F term = start + K 9 and hence end( (J) = begin( (J) + Kg. Then 

u E M( delay ](g). Thus (J E M(G); 

• If (u,begin(<7»)? F bG, then (<7,begin(<7»)-r F (term = start + Kg) C 

«(Wait U InTime)C ,p,) V «Wait U EndTime)C ,p2))' 

For this case, consider the further three possibilities: 

1. If (u, begin( (J»)-r 1= (term = start + Kg) C «Wait U I nTime)C ,p,), there exist models (J, 

and (J2 such that (J = (J, a2, (a" begin( a,»)-r F term = start+Kg, and (a2' begin( a2»)'"1 1= 
(Wait U InTime)C ,p,. Then end(a,) = begin(a,) + Kg. By begin(a) = begin(a,), we 

obtain a, E M(delay Kg). Furthermore, there exist models a2l and a22 such that 

a2 = a21a22, (a2r,begin(a21)h F Wait U InTime, and (a22,begin(a22»)? 1= ,p,. 
We prove that a2I E BoundWait(G) U AnyWait(G) and a22 E Comm(G). There 
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exists a T2 2: begin(a21) such that, for all Tf, begin(an) :S Tf < T2, (a21,T~)-r F 
AYEvar(G) Y = vy 1\ empty( dch( G) - {Cl?' ... , en?}) 1\ (b --+ T < start + e) 1\ Ai=1 (bi <-> 

wait(ei?» and (an,T2h F AyEvar(G) Y = Vy 1\ (T = term) 1\ (b --+ T < start + e). 

Then, end(a2l) = T2 and, for any y E var(G), for all Tf', begin(a2l) :S T~' :S TZ, 

a21 (Tf').state(y) = a21 (begin( a21) ).state(y). Together with the invariance of variables 

y ~ wvar(G), we obtain a21(Tf').state = aZl(begin(azl».state. Since a is a well-formed 

model, so are a21 and azz. Since (aZl' Tfh F empty( deh( G) - {Cl?, ... , en?}) 1\ Ai=1 (bi <-> 

wait(ei?», we obtain that aZl(Tf).comm = {ei? I E(bi)(a21(begin(a21».state), 1 :S i :S 
n}. By assumption, (a,begin(a)h F bG. By Lemma 6.2, B(bG)(a(begin(a)).state) 

and hence B(bG)(a2l(begin(a2l)).state). If (a21' begin(a21)h F b, Lemma 6.2 leads to 

B(b)(a21(begin(azl)).state). From (a21, T2h F b --+ T < start + e, we obtain 

TZ < begin(azl) + E(e)(azl(Tz).state). Then we can derive that end(a21) < begin(azll+ 

E(e)(azl(begin(aZl)).state) and then a2l E BoundWait(G). If (azl,begin(azl)h F ~b, 
aZI E AnyWait(G). 

Next consider an. Since (a2z,begin(an)h F ,pI, there exists a k, 1 :S k :S n, such 

that (a22,begin(a22)h F bk 1\ 'Pk 1\ comm(ek) 1\ Dempty(deh(G) - deh(ck?xk;Sk)) 1\ 

inv( wvar( G) - wvar( Ck?Xk; Sk)). From Lemma 6.2, we get B(bk)( a2z(begin(an)).state). 

By definition, any program variable x E wvar( G) - wvar( ek ?Xk; Sk) is invariant with 

respect to azz. By the assumption, any program variable y ~ wvar( G) is invari

ant with respect to a. Thus, any program variable z ~ wvar(q?xk;Sk) is invariant 

with respect to aZ2. By Lemma 6.11, [a2zJdch(G)Udch(Ck?Xk;Sk) = [anJdch(Ck?Xk;Sk) and 

then [a2zJdch(G) = [azz]dch(Ck?Xk;Sk)' Using dch(a) <;;; deh(G), we obtain deh(a22) <;;; 

dch(a) <;;; deh(G). By Lemma 6.4, an = [addch(G)' Thus, a22 = [azzjdch(Ck?Xk;Sk)' 
By Lemma 6.4 again, deh(an) <;;; deh(q?xk; Sk). Together with the well-formedness of 

an, (a22, begin( an)h F 'Pk, and the preciseness of 'Pk for ek ?Xk; Sk, we obtain a22 E 

M(q?Xk; Sk). Since M(ek?xk; Sk) = SEQ(M(ek?xk),M(Sk)) and (a22,begin(a22))-r F 
eomm(ek), an E SEQ(Reeeive(ek>Xk),M(Sk)). Thus an E Comm(G). 

By a2 = a21a22, 

a2 E SEQ(BoundWait(G), Comm(G» U SEQ(AnyWait(G), Comm(G)). 

By a = al a2 and al E M( delay ](g), 

a E SEQ(M(delay ](g), BoundWait(G),Comm(G) U 

SEQ(M(delay ](g),AnyWait(G),Comm(G) and hence a E M(G). 

2. If (a,begin(a)h F (term = start + Kg) CD Wait, there exist al and a2 such that 

a = ala2, (a" begin(atl)-r F tel'm = start + K 9 , and (a2,begin(u2))-r F 0 Wait. 

Then al E M(delay ](9)' From (az,begin(az»)-r F o Wait, we obtain that, for all 

T2 2: begin( a2), (a2, Tzh F Wait. Hence, for all T2 2: begin( a2), (az, T2)-r F b --+ 

T < start + e. If (U2, Tzh F b, TZ < begin(a2) + E(e)(a(T2).state). But it can 

not be true. Hence (a2,Tzh F ~b. By Lemma 6.2, B(~b)(a2(T2).state) and then 

B(,b)(a2(begin(az».state). Nextweproveend(a2) = 00. Supposeend(a2) < 00. Bydef

inition, for all T3 2: end(az), we can derive (a2' T3)-r F empty(deh(G)). By assumption, 
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(u,begin(u)h F= bo. Since B(,b)(u(begin(u)).state), there exists a k, 1 ~ k ~ n, such 

that (u,begin(u)h F= bk· Then, for all T2 ~ begin(<T2)' (U2,T2h F= wait(ck) and hence 

(U2, T2h F= ,empty(dch(G)). This contradiction leads to end(u2) = 00. We can also 

derive that, for all T2 ~ begin( (2), U2( T2) .state = U2( begin( (2)).state, U2( T2).comm = 

{c? I B(b;)(u2(begin(u2)).state), 1 ~ i ~ n}. Hence U2 E AnyWait(G). We can easily 

find a model which belongs to Comm(G). Let U3 be such a model that <T3 E Comm(G). 

By the definition of SEQ, we have U2U3 E SEQ(AnyWait(G),Comm(G)). Since 

end(<T2) = 00, we have U2U3 = U2. Thus U2 E SEQ(AnyWait(G),Comm(G)). Together 

witll<T = <TIU2 and <TI E M(delay Kg), we obtain u E SEQ(M(delay Kg), AnyWait(G), 

Comm(G)) and hence u E M(G). 

3. If (u, begin(u)h F= (term = start + Kg)C «Wait U EndTime)C,p2), there exist <TI and 

U2 such that <T = UIU2, (uI,begin(uI)h F= term = start + Kg, and (u2,begin(u2)h F= 
(Wait U EndTime)C ,p2. Thus <TI E M(delay Kg). Furthermore, there exist mod

els U21 and <T22 such that U2 = <T21<T22, (u2I>begin(<T21)h F= Wait U EndTime, and 

(u22,begin(u22)h F= ,p2' We prove that U21 E TimeOut(G) and U22 E M(S). There 

exists a T2 ~ begin(u21) such that, for all T~, begin(u21) ~ T~ < T2, (<T21> T~h F= 
Wait and (U21, T2h F= EndTime. That is, (U21, T2h F= I\YEva,(O) Y = vY 1\ b 1\ T = 

term = start + e. Hence end(u21) = T2 = begin(u21) + E(e)(u21(T2).state) and, by 

Lemma 6.2, B(b)(U21(T2).state). We can also derive that, for all T~', begin(<T21) ~ 

T~' ~ T2, <T21(T~').state = u21(begin(<T21)).state and, for all T~, begin(<T21) ~ T~ < T2, 

U21(T~).comm = {c;? I B(b;)(u21(begin(u21)).state), 1 ~ i ~ n}. Thus end(u21) = 

begin(<T21) + E(e)(u21(begin(<T21)).state) and B(b)(u21(begin(u21)).state). Hence <T21 E 

TimeOut( G). 

Next consider <T22' Since (un,begin(un)h F= ,p2, every program variable x E wvar(G)-

1Vvar(S) is invariant with respect to <Tn. By the assumption, any program variable 

y ~ 1Vvar(G) is invariant with respect to u. Hence, any program variable z ~ 1Vvar(S) 

is invariant with respect to U22. By lemma 6.11, [U22Jdch(O)Udch(S) = [U22Jdch(S) and 

then [<T22Jdch(O) = [Uzzldch(S)' Using dch(u) <;; dch(G), we can derive dch(<Tn) <;; 

dch(u) <;; dch(G). By Lemma 6.4, <T22 = [UnJdch(O) and hence <T22 = [<T22Jdch(S)' 

By Lemma 6.4 again, dch(un) <;; dch(S). Together with the well-formedness of <T22, 

(U22, begin(<Tn)h F= 'P, and the preciseness of'P for 5, we obtain U22 E M(S). 

By U2 = <T21U22, U2 E SEQ(TimeOut(G},M(S)). By u = UIU2, 

u E SEQ(M(delay Kg), TimeOut(G), M(S)) and hence u E M(G). 

Therefore all the cases lead to u E M(G). It is clear that dch(,p) = dch(G) and var(,p) = 
va,·(G). Hence,,p is precise for G '= [Oi=lb;; c;?x;;5; -> 5; 0 b;delay e -+ SJ. 

Iteration 

Consider *G. By the induction hypothesis, we can derive G sat 'P where 'P is precise for G. 

By the Iteration Rule, *G sat ,p with ,p '" (bo 1\ 'P)C'( ,bo 1\ 'P)' We prove that ,p is precise for 

*G. By the Soundness Theorem 6.3, *G sat ,p is valid. Consider a well-formed model <T such 
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that dch(a) <;; deh(*G) and every program variable y ~ wvar(*G) is invariant with respect to 

a. Thus, deh( a) <;; deh( G) and every program variable y ~ wvar( G) is invariant with respect 

to a. Let I be an arbitrary environment. Assume (a,begin(a))! F ,p. By definition of the C' 

operator, there are two possibilities: 

1. Either there exists a k 2: 1 and models ar, a2, ... ,ak such that a == ar a2 ... ak, for a.Jl 

j, 1 :'0 j :'0 k - 1, end(aj) < 00, (aj,begin(aj))! F ba II 'P, and if end(ak) < 00, then 

(ak' begin( ak))! F ~ba II 'P, otherwise (ak' begin( ak))! F ba II 'P; 

2. Or there exist infinite models ar, a2, ... such that a == aW2 ... , for all j 2: 1, end( aj) < 00, 

(aj,begin(aj))! F ba II 'P. 

That is, 

1. Either there exists a k 2: 1 and models aI, a2, ... , O} such that a == al a2 ... ak, for a.Jl 

j, 1:'0 j :'0 k - 1, end(aj) < 00, B(ba)(aj(begin(aj)).state) (by Lemma 6.2). Since a is 

well-formed, so are al,a2, .. ' ,ak' Using deh(a) <;; deh(G), we obtain deh(aj) <;; deh(G). 

Together with the invariance of program variables y ~ wvar( G) and the preciseness 

of'P for G, aj E M(G). Similarly, ak E M(G). If end(ak) < 00, by Lemma 6.2, 

B( ~ba)( ak( begin( ak) ).state). Otherwise end( ak) == 00; 

2. Or tllere exist infinite models 01, a2,' .. such that a == aW2 . .. , for all j 2: 1, end( aj) < 00, 

B(ba)(aj(begin(aj)).state), and aj E M(G). 

Therefore those two cases lead to a E M(*G). It is obvious that deh(,p) == dch(*G) and 

var(,p) == var(*G). Hence, (ba II 'P)C'(~ba II 'P) is precise for *G. 

Parallel Corn position 

Consider S =' SIIIS2' By the induction hypothesis, we can derive SI sat 'PI and S2 sat 'P2 

with 'PI and 'P2 precise for SI and S2, respectively. From preciseness, dch('Pi) <;; dch(Si) and 

var( 'Pi) <;; var(5i), for i == 1,2. Then we can apply the General Parallel Composition Rule, 

obtaining 5111 52 sat ,p with ,p =' ('PI II ('P2 C ,pI)) V ('P2 II ('PI C ,p2)) where 

,pI =' inv(var(52)) II 0 empty(dch(52)) and,p2 =' inv(var(5J)) II 0 empty(dch(5r)). We prove 

that ,p is precise for 511152. 

By the Soundness Theorem 6.3, 5 r ll52 sat ,p is valid. Let a be a well-formed model such that 

dch(a) <;; dch(511152) and any program variable y ~ wvar(5rIl52) is invariant with respect to 

a. Let I be an arbitrary environment. Assume (a,begin(a))! F,p. We show a E M(511152). 

By the well-formed ness of a, for any c E CHAN, for any T, begin(a) :'0 T < end(a), ~(c! E 

a(T).eomm II c? E a(T).comm) is valid. Suppose (a,begin(a))! F 'PI II ('P2 C ,pI)' Define 

al as [a 1 va1'(51 )Jdch(S,)' From (a,begin(a))! F 'PI and var('PI) <;; var(5d, Lemma 6.lO 

leads to (a 1 var( 51)' begin( a))! F 'PI' By dch( 'PI) <;; dch( SI) and Lemma 6.9, we obtain 

([a 1 var(SI)Jdch(sI),begin(a))! F 'PI, i.e. (al,begin(al))! F 'PI. Since a is well-formed, al is 

also well-formed. By the definition of aI, any program variable y ~ wvar(51) is invariant with 

respect to 0"1. Together with the preciseness of 'PI for 51 and dch(O"I) <;; dch(51), we obtain 

al E M(St}. 
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Next consider (a,begin(a))t F 'P2 C ,p,. By the definition of C operator, there exist models 

a3 and a4 such that a = a3a4, (a3,begin(a3))t F 'P2, and (a4,begin(a4))t F ,p,. Define a2 as 

fa3 r var(S2)Jdch(S,). Since var('P2) <;;; var(S2)' Lemma 6.10 leads to 

(a3 i var(S2),begin(a3)h F '1'2. From dch('P2) <;;; dch(Sz) and Lemma 6.9, we obtain 

([a3 T var(S2)Jdch(S,),begin(a3)h F 'Pz, i.e. (az,begin(a2)h F 'Pz. Since a is well-formed, so 

is az. By the definition of az, 'any program variable y ~wvar(Sz) is invariant .with.respect to 

az. Together with the preciseness of 'Pz for Sz and dch(a2) <;;; dch(S2)' we obtain a2 E M(S2). 

Notice that end(a) = end(a3a4) 2: end(a3) = end(a2) and end(a) = endear), hence end(a) = 

max(end(aI),end(a2))' Using the definition of a" a2, inv, and empty, we can derive that, for 

i = 1,2, 

[ J ( ) 
{ 

ai(r).comm begin(ai):S r < end(ai) 
a dch(S;) r .comm = . 

~ end(ai) :S r < end(a) 

( ( ))( 
{ 

a;( T ).state begin( ai) :S r :S end( ai) 
a Tva,' Si T).state = 

ai(end(ai)).state end(ai) < T:S end(a) 

Thus a E M(SlIIS2)' 

Similarly, if (a,begin(a)h F 'P2 II ('PI C ,p2), we can also prove that a E M(S,IIS2). 

It is quite obvious that dch(,p) = dch('PI) U dch('P2) U dch(S,) U dch(S2) = dch(S,IIS2) and 

var(,p) = var(S,) U var(S2) = var(S,IIS2). Therefore we have proved that ,p is indeed precise 

for StlIS2. 
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